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ABSTRACT
This dissertation presents the results of an
investigation of the buckling strength of centrally
loaded columns and of the ultimate strength and load-
deformation behavior of beam-columns.
Although emphasis is placed on H-shapes made of
A5l4 constructional alloy steel, those both ro~ledheat-
treated and welded built-up, the column strength of
welded heavy shapes of A36 steel is considered also. The
method developed can be applied to other materials as
long as the prerequisite information, sectional properties,
residual stress distribution and mechanical properties of
the material, is available.
The dissertation is divided into three parts. First,
the stress-strain relationship and other relevant mechani-
cal properties of A5l4 steel as well as the residual stress
distribution in the shapes were investigated. A representa-
tive stress-strain curve for A5l4 steel and typical patterns
and magnitudes of residual stress distribution for rolled
and welded H-shapes were determined by averaging all the
experimental results available.
_.
Secondly, the buckling str~ngth of pinned-end columns
was calculated with speci~l consideration given to the
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effects of residual stresses and the non-linearity of the
stress-strain relationship. Two approaches were taken
for the computation of the buckling load, one based on
a given residual stress pattern and mechanical properties,
employing a finite area numerical integration procedure,
and another based on stub column test results, that is,
a semi-empirical method. A computer program was developed
which can be used to calculate the tangent modulus load
for any kind of combination of mechanical properties and
residual stress distribution. In addition, the effects
of geometric properties of the cross-section, shape of
stress-strain curve, pattern of residual stress distri-
bution, and variation of residual stresses across the
thickness of the component plates on the buckling strength
of columns were also investigated.
Finally, the ultimate strength and the load-
deformation behavior, as well as the local buckling phe-
nomenon of A5l4 steel beam-columns, were studied. The
study of A5l4 steel beam-columns was carried out both on
rolled heat-treated and on welded built-up shapes.
Because of the non-linearity of the stress-strain relation-
ship of the steel and the particular pattern of residual
str~ss, the moment-curvature-thrust curves of A5l4 steel
shapes could differ from those of low carbon steel shapes.
Therefore, a new set of moment-curvature-thrust curves,
which also includes the strain reversal effect, was
prepared. The end moment vs. end rotation relationship
- 3
of a beam-column was determined by a numerical method.
Special attention was given to the unloading effect of
reversed curvatures.
The theoretical analyses were compared with their
corresponding full scale experiments. Comparisons were
made between the theoretical results and the experimental
results of the buckling strength of columns and the ulti-
mate strength of beam-columns. It was shown that a good
correlation exists.
A number of conclusions were drawn, and the more
important were that:
1. The stress-strain relationship of A514 steel
can be described well by a set of simulated
mathematical equations which includes ~
linear equation, elastic range; a polynominal
equation, transition range; and another linear
equation, strain hardening range.
2. For a given cross-section and residual stress
distribution, the non-dimensional tangent
modulus strength of an A514 steel column is
greater than that of its counterpart of low
carbon steel, if the columns are in the range
of low slenderness function; but smaller, if
in the range Qf inter~ediate slenderness
function.
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3. The distribution and magnitude of the residual
stresses, and thus the column strength, are
influenced by the mode of manufacture of the
column sections. Rolled shapes appear to
exhibit the least reduction in strength due
to the effects of residual stresses; shapes
fabricated from sheared plates appear to ex-
hibit the greatest reduction. Shapes fabrica-
ted from flame-cut plates appear to have a
more favorable distribution of residual
stresses than do those fabricated from sheared
plates, but are still not as strong as rolled
shapes.
4. For heavy columns, in which residual stresses
vary considerably across the thickness of the
component plate, the tangent modulus load
analysis based on the average values of the
residual stresses on the inside and outside
surfaces of the cross-section gives an in-
accurate prediction of column strength. The
variation of residual stress in the plate
elements must be considered.
5. The column strength can be predicted by the
test results of stub columns provided that
the relationship between the effective
moment of inertia and the effective tangent
- 5
modulus, which can be accomplished by using
a numerical computation method, is
available.
6. The ultimate strength and the load-
deformation characteristics of an ASl4
steel beam-column can be determined by a
computer program which includes the con-
siderations of the effects of residual
stress, strain reversal, shape of the
stress-strain curve and unloading effects
of reversed curvatures.
7. The strain reversal effect on moment-
curvature-thrust relationships is more
pronounced for non-linear materials than
for materials which have an elastic-
perfectly-plastic stress-strain curve if
other conditions, such as residual stresses
in the section and applied thrust are
identical.
8. The unloading effects generally are insigni-
ficant for load-deformation relationships
except that portion of the descending part of
the moment-rotation curve which c6rresponds
to large end rotations.
9. The critical strain at which local buckling
may occur can be predicted well by perform-
ing a test on a stub column cut from the
- 6
same length from which the column or the
beam-column is fabricated.
10. The "regional criterion" provides a
significant basis for the prediction of
flange local buckling in beam-columns
bent with respect to the strong axis.
11. For a given slenderness ratio, the inter-
action curve of A514 steel beam-columns
lies above that extrapolated from the
interaction curve of A36 beam-columns;
however, the difference between then is
not pronounced.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the increasing demands for higher stresses
in, and larger sizes of structures such as long-span
bridges, heavy-welded vessels, hydrospace and space
vehicles and multi-story buildings, the development and
the use of weldable quenched and tempered constructional
alloy steels has been greatly accelerated. High strength
steels with yield strengths in excess of 200 ksi have
been developed. In this study, special attention is given
to A514 steel which has a yield stress of about 110 ksi
and which has shown the good weldability, toughness, and
strength required for use in steel structures.
A514 steel shows mechanical properties considerably
different from those of the conventional low carbon steels.
*It has a non-linear stress-strain relationship and a yield
stress approximately three times higher than that of carbon
steels. Additionally, previous research shows that the
magnitude of residual stresses essentially is independent
of the yield stress of steels ,if steels are not heat-treated
after rolling. Heat-treatment can reduce the residual
stresses in the steel shape. Conseq~ently, the residual
stress to yield stress ratio for heat-treated A5l4 steel
* The word non-linear is used throughout the dissertation
to describe a stress-strain curve which is partly or
completely curved, to distinguish it from the conven-
tional idealized elastic-perfectly-plastic stress-strain
relationship.
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shapes would be much less than that for low grade steels.
The use of this high strength steel in structural members
may cause somewhat different behavior than that observed
in the structural carbon steel members toward which most
previous investigations have been directed.
The dissertation is divided into three parts:
(1) mechanical properties and residual stresses, (2) the
buckling strength of centrally loaded columns, and (3)
the ultimate strength of A514 steel beam-columns.
Strictly speaking, the buckling phenomenon can
occur only for a theoretically perfectly straight or flat
compression member. Although no such member exists in
reality, it is considered that the buckling strength is
the most fundamental characteristic of the compression
member, and that on which the strength of practical
members is dependent. Therefore, it provides the basis
for column design formulas, as well as serving as the
"anchor point" for beam-column interaction curves.
Extensive studies have been made on topics related
to elastic-perfectly-plastic columns and to aluminum
columns. In the first case, it is considered that the
material has a stress-strain relationship that can be
represented by two straight lines whose slopes are equal
to the modulus of elasticity, and zero, respectively, and
residual stresses in the section are generally included.
For the second case, even though columns are loaded into
- 9
the inelastic range, these shapes generally are considered
as free of residual stresses, since aluminum structural
shapes are stretched after quenching to achieve straight-
ness, and the stretching removes most of the residual
stresses. For A5l4 constructional alloy steel columns,
both the residual stresses in the section and the non-
linearity of the stress-strain relationship must be con-
sidered in the buckling strength analysis. Consequently,
the results of previous investigations can not be applied
directly to the present study.
Furthermore, in the previous studies residual
stresses are considered to be constant across th~ thick-
ness of the component plates of the column. This assump-
tion is reasonable for light thin-walled shapes, however,
it is untrue for heavy shapes. Therefore, a study of
the residual stresses in, and the column strength of,
heavy welded built-up A36 steel and A44l steel columns,
has been included also.
When a "non-linear" column containing residual
stress is subjected to thrust, it will behave elastically
if the material does exhibit an elastic range until the
thrust reaches a certain value which causes fiber stresses
in some portions of the cross section to exceed the pro-
portional limit stress. Under a thrust less than this
value and for certain geometrical limitations, the column
may buckle elastically. When the thrust exceeds this
- 10
value, some parts of the cross-section enter into the
*transition range, or inelastic range, due to the presence
of compressive residual stresses, whereas the remaining
portion of the section remains in the elastic range.
As thrust is increased, it reaches a value which brings
the cross section all into the inelastic range, or parts
into the elastic range and the rest into the strain
hardening range, and eventually all into the strain
hardening range. In this study, elastic buckling refers
to the column buckling when the cross section remains in
the elastic range, whereas in the other cases, it is
called inelastic buckling. This is to distinguish the
buckling behavior of non-linear columns from the elastic
perfectly-plastic columns whose buckling phenomena
generally are categorized as elastic, elastic-plastic,
and plastic buckling.
The combined effect of both the shape of the stress-
strain relationship and the residual stress distribution
on the column strength is investigated. In addition,
other factors such as sectional properties, variation of
residual stress across the thickness of component plates,
and pattern of residual stress distribution are also
discussed in detail. A computer program written in
FORTRAN IV language is presented to carry out the numerical
* The stress-strain relationship of the material is
assumed to consist of a linearly elastic range, a
curved transition range, and a linear strain harden-
ing range, and as that of A5l4 constructional alloy
steel.
computation.
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Factors that may influence column strength
can be added into the main program in subroutine sub-
program forms, separately or in combination.
The buckling strength of columns can also be pre-
dieted by using stub column test results. A stub column
is defined as a column long enough to retain the original
magnitude of residual stresses in the section and short
enough to prevent any premature failure from occurring
before the yield load of the section is obtained.
For material with stress-strain relationship which
can be idealized as elastic perfectly~plastic, the ratio
of effective tangent modulus (or the slope of the stub
column curve) to the modulus of elasticity is equal to the
ratio of remaining elastic area to the total area of the
. (I)
cross-sectlon. Generally, for a certain given residual
stress pattern and shape of the cross-section; such as that
for rolled shapes of A36 steel and of small size, the
moment of inertia of the remaining elastic area of the
cross-section is a simple function of the elastic area
itself since it is of a constant shape through the loading.
Therefore, stub column results can be used directly in
determining the column buckling strength.
However, for a non-linear material, the effective
* *tangent modulus depends on the effective area instead
~':. The definition of "effective tangent modulus", "effective
area" and "effective moment of inertia" is given in
Section 3.6, Chapter 3, and in Chapter 6, Nomencl~ture
and Definitions.
of the elastic area remaining.
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The relationship between the
*effective moment of inertia and the effective tangent modu-
Ius is quite involved since the shape of the effective area
may change from load to load. Explicit equations to relate
the effective tangent modulus to the effective moment of in-
ertia are not possible because of their complexity. Instead
the relationship between the effective tangent modulus and
effective moment of inertia may be developed by a numerical
method, a~d presented in the form of charts, for different
types of residual stress patterns and mechanical properties.
The ultimate strength and load-deformation behavior
of A514 steel beam-columns are also studied. The term beam-
column denotes a member which i.s subject simultaneously to
axial force and bending moment. The bending moment in the
member may be caused by externally applied end moments, ec-
centricity of longitudinal forces, initial out-of-straightness
of axially loaded columns, or transverse forces in addition
to axial forces and end moments. In this study, only the
types of beam-columns which are subject to constant axial
force and varying end moments are investigated. Furthermore,
the beam-columns studied are assumed to be laterally supported,
that is, they fail in the bending plane without twisting.
The determination of the ultimate strength of a beam-
column is a problem in which inelastic action must be con-
sidered. Extensive research has been carried out in the
study of the behavior of laterally supported wide-flange
- 13
shapes under combined moment and axial force, including the
effect of residual stresses. Again, the methods and solu-
tions previously developed are applicable only to elastic
perfectly-plastic material and are restricted to one part i-
cular pattern of residual stress distribution.
In this study, the ultimate strength, the load-
deformation behavior and the local buckling phenomenon of
A514 steel beam-columns are investigated. The non-linear
property of the stress-strain curve, various patterns of
residual stress due to cooling after either rolling or
welding, and the strain reversal effect are included in
determining the moment-thrust-curvature relationship.
*Instead of using the column deflection curves , a
direct "stepwise" integration procedure is used. At each
change of end moment, the numerical integration is carried
out at fixed stations on the deflected beam-column to deter-
mine the load-deflection relationship. The present internal
moment at an integration station is recorded and compared
to its loading history, and hence it can be decided whether
the loading or the unloading path of the moment-thrust-
curvature curve is followed in order to continue the numeri-
cal integration to the nex~ sta~ion. Therefore, the unload-
ing effect due to reversed internal moments can be included.
* The abbreviation CDC is used to represent columndeflection curves throughout the dissertation.
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The numerical computation was achieved by means of
an IBM 360/65 computer.
IV language.
The program was written in FORTRAN
The most severe local effect that normally occurs
in an H-shaped section is buckling of a localized portion
of a flange or the web. Local buckling could cause con-
siderable changes in the cross-section geometry and stress
distribution. In this study, attention has been given to
flange local buckling which is the more critical mode for
beam-columns.
. . ., G 1 b d L (2)In a prevlous lnvestlgatlon, a am os an ay
have predicted that local buckling in beam-columns will
occur when a critical region is strain hardened. This is
the so-called "regional criterion" for local buckling.
However, their study assumed the idealized elastic, perfectly-
plastic and strain hardening stress-strain curve in which the
strain at strain-hardening is considerably larger than the
yield strain. Therefore, the comparatively small amount of
residual strains are neglected. For A514 steel beam-columns,
the strain at strain-hardening is approximately one and one-
half times the yield strain and the residual stress effects
must be considered in determining local buckling. The
critical width-thickness ratio and the critical strain must
be determined by separate theoretical analyses. Previous
studies (3) on plate buckling with consideration of residual
stresses provided an approximate solution for the present
- 15
problem, and this is verified in this study by tests of
stub columns cut from the same pieces from which the
beam-column specimens were fabricated. Flange local.
buckling of beam-columns was observed in the experiments.
It is found that the "regional criterion" gives a good
prediction of the occurrance of local buckling when the
critical strain is known.
This dissertation presents an extensive analysis
of the buckling strength of centrally loaded columns and
the ultimate strength of beam-columns made of A5l4 steel.
Both residual stresses and the non-linearity of the
stress-strain relationship of material have a pronounced
influence on the prediction of column or beam-column
strength.
2. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND RESIDUAL STRESS
2.1 Stress-Strain Relationship
Stress-strain curves and the related mechanical
properties are the basic means of determining the qual-
ity and the usefulness of metals and of providing funda-
mental knowledge for use in the design of metal struc-
tures and parts. The structural metals that are widely
used at present may be divided into four categories:
(1) structural carbon steels, (2) high strength low-
alloy steels, (3) constructional alloy steels, and (4)
aluminum alloys. These metals have two different types
of stress-strain curves -- those indicating a yield point,
and those not indicating this. For structural carbon
steels and high strength low-alloy steels, the stress-
strain curves are of the first type; that is, the stress
is linearly proportional to strain up to the yield point
and thereafter is constant or nearly constant over a
large range of strain. Therefore, their mechanical pro-
perties can be characterized simply, by such items as
modulus of elasticity, upper yield point, static yield
level, strain-hardening strains, and strain hardening
modulus as shown in Fig. 2.1. For constructional alloy
steels and aluminum alloys, the stress-strain curves are
of the second type; that is, the stress deviates from a
- 16 -
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linear relationship with strain at stresses below the yield
strength and usually does not exhibit a region in which the
stress remains constant over a large range of strains.
There is no apparent yield point or yield stress level in
this second type of stress-strain curve. Usually, a nomi-
nal yield point is determined by the 0.2% strain offset
method.(4) This stress-strain relationship with no apparent
yield point will be described as a "non-linear" relationship
in this dissertation.
To describe the non-linear curves, Ramberg and OSlo••
have developed a set of curves in terms of three par••etera:
namely, the modulus of elasticity and two secant strenlth•• (S)
The comparison of these curves with those from tests of
aluminum alloy, stainless steel and chromium nickel steel
sheets, shows a satisfactory agreement~ The dimensioB1.as
Ramberg-Osgood curves (from Ref. 5) are shown in Fig. 2.2.
The Ramberg-Osgood equatiQn is:
(2.1 )
where:
E', O'and E are modulus of elasticity, stress and
strain, respectively,
n is a constant dependent on the shape of the
stress-strain curve,
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ell is the secant yield strength which is equal to
the stress of the intersection with the stress-
strain curve of a line through the origin having
a s~ope equal to mE. It is usually chosen in
such a way that it is equal to ~ (static yieldy
stress determined by 0.2% offset method).
Although the Ramberg-Osgood representation fits the
stress-strain curves of most metals used in aircraft con-
struction, it cannot be used to describe the stress-strain
relationships of constructional alloy steels, such as
A514 steel, simply because the stress-strain curves of
these steels usually approach a straight line with a very
small slope after the "knee" portion of the curve. In
this dissertation, a new type of mathematical equation was
developed to represent the stress-strain relationship of
A514 steel. Details of the mechanical properties of A514
constructional alloy steel are described in the next section,
Section 2.2.
All of the stress-strain curves used in this study
were presented in dimensionless form. This was done to
eliminate the variations in modulus of elasticity and yield
stress, so that only the characteristic shape of the curve
will remain. Therefore, as long as the shape of the stress-
strain curves are the same, even though their yield stress
and/or modulus of elasticity may be different, one dimen-
sionless equation can be used to describe all of them.
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Fur~hermore, ~uch simplification ~nables research to be
carried out on more generalized bases and the results thus
obtained can later be applied to many other materials, even
for those still undeveloped, so long as the shape of the
stress-strain curve is the same.
2.2 Mechanical Property Tests of A514 Steel
A total of fifty-eight tension coupon tests and
eight compression coupon tests were conducted on specimens
taken from various rolled H-shapes and plates made of A514
steel. The tension coupon dimensions were determined accord-
ing to the ASTM Standards for the tension test specimen.(4)
The speed of testing for tension coupons was within the
recommended ASTM limits, that is, the crosshead speed did
not exceed 1/16 in. per minute per inch of gage length. The
load-elongation curve was plotted by an automatic recording
device. After exceeding the elastic limit r the testing
machine was stopped at appropriate strain intervals to
determine the stress-strain relationship at a zero strain
( 6 )
rate. A typical stress-strain curve obtained from this
type of test is shown on Fig. 2.3. Table 2.1 gives the
results of all the tension coupon tests. Figure 2.4 shows
the histogram plots for the mechanical properties of A514
steel.
From the test curves, it can be observed that the pro-
portional limit ranges from 0.6501 to 1.0 ~ with an average
- 20
value of 0.825 (5 and that the curve is a straight liney
after the yield stress, the yield stress being obtained
by the 0.2% offset method. (4) In order to determine a
representative stress-strain curve from all the test
From the proportional limit to the yieldused.was
results, a method suggested by the Column Research Council
( I )
stress, the strain departures from the modulus line
(Fig. 2.3) for various fixed percentages of individual
yield stress were recorded. For the case when not enough
static points were taken in the transition part of the
stress-strain curve, a method developed by Cozzone and
Melcon(7) was used to determine the transition portion of
the static stress-strain curve; as shown in Fig. 2.5, a
line OA' is drawn from the origin to the static yield
point (determined by 0.2% offset) and extended to inter-
sect the "dynamic" stress-strain curve at point A. To
obtain the static stress-strain curve several lines were
drawn as OB, OC, OD and the corresponding static points
B', C', D' were determined. For example, the point B'
was determined by means of the equation OB' = OB x OA'/OA.
The curve through B', C', and D' is the static stress-
strain curve in the transition region. Dividing the mea-
sured strain by c y ' where Ey is equal to 5 /E, and averag-y
ing all the offset values at the same stress level, a re-
presentative stress-strain curve in dimensionless form was
obtained as shown in Fig. 2.6a.
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The stress-strain equation in its transitiqn portion
("non-linear" part) was determined as shown in Fig. 2.6b.
It was found that a polynomial equation of the form
(J
A LAn (£ Est n- = + -)
cry 0 e- Ey y
n = 1,3.5
fitted experimental results satisfact~rily.
( 2 • 2)
The constants
A and A can be determined by fitting the experimentally
o n
obtained points in the transition region of the stress-strain
curve. Since the slope of the stress-strain curve is constant
after the transition range, strain-hardening may be assumed
to occur immediately after the yield stress, that is,
E t::='st CT E t Est
when - = -- - = 1 and E =E t=y CJy EY
E
Therefore, A 1.0 Al
st
= , = -E-o
Other constants can be determined similarly. However, it
was found that, just by satisfying the consitions at the
proportional limit, that is,
when then and.
a 5th order polynomial is sufficent to describe the transi-
tion portion of the actual stress-strain curve. Therefore,
can
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for any A514 steel shape or plate, the constants in Eq. 2.2
be determined if coupon test data of E, Est' and cy '
Est' uy are available.
The stress-strain curve for the A514 steel can be,
therefore, described by the following three equations:
=
6
~y when 0:::::;' Q ~ 0.8a ....."y
rr
= 1.0 + 0.005 (~ - 1.52) + 0.3647 (~ 1.52)3-C) ~y Cyy
C 1. 52)5+ 0.3276 (- -ey
and
0-
when 0.8 < - ~ 1. a(J: ~
y
(j' = 1.0 + 0.005 (f..- - 1.52)
C5y t:.y
when 1. a ..;::: Q..~ 0y
( 2 • 3 )
A comparison with the experimentally obtained typical
stress-strain curve and tangent modulus curve in the transi-
tion region is shown in Fig. 2.6b.
appears to be adequate.
The accuracy of Eq. 2.3
Several compression coupon tests were conducted and
the results are shown on Table 2.2. The size of specimen used
for compression tests is in accordance with the Recommendation
. ( 1 )
of Column Research Council . and no lateral supports were
used since the coupon itself was sufficiently stocky.
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It was observed that both the modulus of elasticity
and the yield stress determined by compression coupon
tests are nearly the same as those obtained from tension
coupon tests. However, from the compression specimen
tests, the transition portion of the stress-strain curve
has a sharper knee and a higher strain hardening modulus
than those of tension coupon tests. Presumably, the end
bearing effect of the compression test and the tempering
and quenching treatment could have caused the steeper
stress-strain curves obtained from the compression tests.
The difficulty of preparation of specimens and alignment
make the compression coupon test less desirable. In this
study, because of the limited number of compression coupon
tests conducted, no statistical analysis could be performed
and the results obtained from tension coupon tests were
taken as representative of the mechanical properties of
A514 steel for both tension and compression, even though
actually they are slightly different from each other.
2.3 Residual Stress
Due to the importance of the effects of residual
stress on the behavior of structural members, especially
compressive members such as columns, much research has been
carried out in this field during the past decade. Residual
stresses appear as a consequence of the plastic deformation
of material. The sources of this plastic deformation can
be many, such as thermal stresses due to uneven cooling
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of various parts of the structural shapes, cold bend-
ing or straightening of the member.
During the cooling process for a rolled section,
the area of surface in contact with the cooling medium,
either air or liquid, usually is more at the edges of
the section than the center portion. This causes a
faster cooling rate at the edges and normally forms com-
pressive residual stress there and tensile residual
stress at the center and junctions. For a welded built-
up section, welding causes temperatures to rise rapidly
in the region near the welding line while most of the
remaining portion of the section is unaffected. However,
when the weld-affected zone starts to cool, the rest of
the section gradually rises in temperature. The whole
section on cooling to the ambient temperature experiences
non-uniform thermal changes that cause nonhomogeneous
plastification, and thus the formation of residual stress.
Residual stresses due to welding or cooling from rolling
are simply thermal stresses remaining when the material
h 1 d b " (8)as coo e to am lent temperature.
Theoretical studies on the analysis of thermal
residual stress have been made by Boulton and Lance
" (9) ." (10) R d d F h (11) W·Martln , Grunlng , ogers an etc er , elner
(12), Tall(13), and Estuar(14). However, the difficulty
of theoretically predicting thermal residual stress in
plates or shapes is due to the uncertainty of many
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variables which affect the temperature distribution and
thermal stresses. Therefore, to simplify the problem
for theoretical analysis, quite a number of assumptions,
sometimes far removed from reality, must be made.
(Reference 13 has a detailed discussion of this). Conse-
quently, theoretically obtained values of residual stress
generally do not give satisfactory correlation with the
actual measurements. Furthermore, other kinds of res i-
dual stresses such as those due to cold bending or rotary
straightening may exist together with thermal residual
stress, complicating the theoretical analysis even
further. At present reliance on actual residual stress
Several conclusions
measurement is necessary.
Extensive experimental investigations of residual
stress distribution in steel shapes of rolled and welded
built-up sections,in both low carbon and high strength
steels, have been conducted by Ketter, Huber, Fujita,
Beedle, and later by Tall, Estuar, Rao, and Nishino (3),
(13),(14),(15),(16),(17),(18),(19)
may be drawn from their studies:
1. If consideration is restricted to residual
stress distribution, a welded built-up
cross-section may be corisidered separately
as plates with welds, provided the relative
sizes of plate elements are nearly the same.
Otherwise, the effect of restraint of the ad-
jacent plates has to be taken into consideration.
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2. Flame cutting, as well as edge welding,
causes tensile residual stress at the
flame-cut or welded edge.
3. Weld sizes, electrode strength, whether
manual or automatic welding, and number of
weld passes have no significant effect on
the shape and magnitude of residual stress in
plates or welded built-up sections provided
their geometric shapes are the same.
4. Welded built-up shapes have residual stresses
considerably higher than those in rolled shapes.
5. For rolled steel shapes, the magnitudes of the
residual stresses are independent of the yield
stress of the material, that is, regardless of
which steel a shape was made, the magnitude of
the compressive residual stress at the flange
edges is approximately the same. Heat-
treatment may lower the magnitude appreciably
as often occurs in A5l4 rolled steel shapes
which have a compressive residual stress at the
flange edges of about 5 ksi. Patterns of
residual stress distribution in rolled steel
shap~s may be represented by straight lines
as shown in Fig. 2.7a.
6. Welding residual stresses in steel shapes may be
approximated by several straight lines, with the
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tensile residual stress approaching the yield
stress of the weld metal at the weld. For
flame-cut plates, tension residual stresses
often exist at the flange tips. However, for
universal mill plates or plates with sheared
edges, compressive residual stresses generally
exist at the flange tips. The approximate
patterns of residual stre~s distribution in
welded built-up shapes are shown in Fig. 2.7b.
7. For plates or sections with a maximum thick-
ness of less than one inch, residual stresses
may be assumed to be the same ,across the
thickness. For sections with a thickness
greater than one inch, variation of residual
stress through the thickness must be consid-
ered in the prediction of the column strength.
8. The variation of residual stress in any fiber
along a member which has not been cold bent
or otherwise mechanically straightened is
small.
3. BUCKLING STRENGTH OF CENTRALLY LOADED COLUMNS
3.1 Scope and Purpose of the Study
S · h bl' . f Sh l' (20)(21)lnce t e pu lcatlon 0 an ey s papers
the tangent modulus load has been accepted as the smallest
value of the axial load at which bifurcation of equilibrium
can occur, and has therefore been considered as the design
criterion for a centrally loaded column, although the
actual ultimate load of a perfectly straight column should
always be slightly higher than the tangent modulus load.
In the past decade, a great deal of research has been
carried out on the column buckling strength analysis. The
most significant contribution of previous investigations is
the discovery and recognition of the importance of the in-
fluence of residual stresses on column strength. However,
almost all of the previous research was restricted in applica-
tion to materials having an elastic perfectly-plastic stress-
strain curve. For other materials which exhibit a non-
linear type of stress-strain relationship, residual stress
effects were either neglected or accounted for by means of
an empirical formula. Nevertheless, residual stresses do
influence the buckling strength of columns made of materials
with a non-linear type stress-strain curve. This chapter
is devoted mainly to a discussion of the combined effects
- 28 -
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of residual stresses and the shape of the stress-strain
curve on the buckling strength of columns.
In addition, other factors such as patterns of
distribution, magnitude and variation of residual
stresses across the thickness and geometric properties
of the cross-section, which may have a pronounced in-
fluence on the strength of intermediate length columns,
are also discussed.
A numerical method using a digital computer was
developed to compute the buckling strength of columns
considering a number of influencing factors such as
those mentioned above. All the considerations, such as
the stress-strain relationship and residual stress dis-
tribution, were put into a subroutine subprogram form.
Therefore, by combining different subroutine programs
with the main program, those influencing factors, alone
or in combination, were included. Although it can be
used for sections of other shapes as well; with slight
modification, the computer program presented is limited
to H- and box-sections.
A method of predicting buckling strength based on
stub column test results is presented. Certain charts
were designed to permit computations of buckling strength
directly from the stub column test results.
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3.2 Fundamental Assumptions
The following assumptions serve as the basis for
the subsequent studies:
1. The column is initially perfectly straight.
2. Plane sections remain plane before and after
bending.
3. The stress-strain relationship in any "fiber"
of the column is the same as that observed in
a tensile coupon.
4. The magnitude and pattern of distribution of
residual stress are the same at any cross-
section of the column.
5. The effect of shear deformation is neglected.
6. The external load is applied axially to the
centroid of the cross-section causing uniform
strain over the cross-section and through the
whole length before bifurcation.
7. The cross-section is constant along the length
of the column.
8. The section is such that the possibility of
torsional buckling can be precluded.
3.3 Basic Theory
An initially straight axially loaded prismatic column
will maintain its straight configuration up to a critical
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load at which it can be in equilibrium in either a straight
or slightly bent position. Based on the Engesser-Shanley
( 21)
theory ~ at the instant of bifurcation~ the requirements
of equilibrium of internal and external forces are
(see Fig. 3.1)
j 60'dA = 0
and h~a:YdA ( 3 .1)= Pv
where ~C) is the increment of stress located a distance y
from the neutral axis (or the axis of constant strain). P
is the external axial force and v is the deflection in the
direction of the axis y. For an infinitesimal amount of
bending the increments in stress predicted by small deflec-
tion theory are
( 3 • 2)
Here Et is the tangent modulus corresponding to the axial
stress at the point.
the expressions
Substitition of Eq. 3.2 into 3.1 yields
I.Et YdA = 0
and d
2
v {Ety2dA + Pv 0
dx 2
=
..J A
(3.3a)
( 3 . 3b )
in which x is the coordinate along the length of the column.
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From Eq. 3.3a, the location of the neutral axis is
determined. For a symmetrical section with a symmetrical
residual stress distribution, this axis coincides with one
of the principal axes of the section.
The critical load P is obtained from Equation 3.3b
cr
as
P
cr
( 3 .4)
where L is the effective length of the column.
It should be apparent that the buckling strength of
a column depends on the tangent modulus of each elemental
area and therefore is a function of residual stress distri-
bution as well as material properties.
If the column remains in the elastic range up to the
critical load, then Et = E over the whole cross-section and
the critical load is the Euler load.
P = 7[..2 EI/L 2
cr
( 3 • 5 )
For inelastic material without residual stress in the section,
inelastic behavior is homogeneous through the column and the
critical load is given by the expression
P
cr =
( 3 • 6 )
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In the presence of ~esidual stresses, the tangent modulus
may vary from point to point on the section for a stress-
strain relationship of either elastic-perfectly-plastic
or non-linear type. The calculation of critical loads be-
comes much more complicated. If the notation I , effective
m
moment of inertia, is introduced,
I JEt y2 dA ( 3 .7)=m A E
then,
n?EI
P m ( 3 .8)=cr
L 2
The computation of I is discussed in Section 3.4.
m
3.4 Numerical Procedure
The numerical method of computation is developed for
columns of H- or box cross sections, containing either cool-
ing or welding type residual stresses. The stress-strain
curve of the material is assumed to be of either the non-linear
type or the elastic-perfectly-plastic type. However, the
method is, by its nature, applicable for columns with any
kind of residual stress distribution and stress-strain
curve, and it is suitable for computation by a digital
computer.
As shown in the foregoing section, in order to eval-,
uate the buckling load P the effective moment of inertia
cr'
I must first be calculated.
m
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Here I depends on the residual
m
stress distribution, the magnitude of applied force, and
the stress-strain relationship of the material. Generally,
. ( 22)it will not be practical to calculate P dlrectly ;
cr
instead, the equivalent length L is determined.
erical computation is accomplished as follows:
The num-
1. Divide the section into a sufficient number
of finite area meshes as shown in Fig. 3.2.
2. Record the residual strain at the center of
each mesh (assuming the residual stresses'
distributed on each mesh are uniform and the
same as that at the center point of the mesh).
3. Assume a uniform strain applied to the column.
The total strain at a point is equal to the
residual strain plus the applied uniform longi-
tudinal strain.
4. From the tangent modulus-strain equation and
the stress-strain equation, determine the
tangent modulus and the stress, respectively,
corresponding to the total strain in each mesh
determined in step 3.
5. Sum up the internal axial force on all the
meshes P = ~~6dA and compute the modified
moment of inertia I from Eq. 3.7.
m
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6. Compute the equivalent column length for the
calculated P and I
m
L =7[- J E:m ( 3 .9)
7. Increase the applied uniform longitudinal
strain and repeat steps 1 through 6 until the
.
entire column strength curve is obtained.
for dimensionless analysis, equation 3.9
rewritten in the form
can be
A = J:.. J()y
J[ E
L
r
=
I II
m
P IP
cr y
(3.10)
Only the shape of the
The function A defined by Eq. 3.10 will hereafter be referred
to as slenderness function. The dimensionless analysis in
this fashion will eliminate the material properties, such
as IT and E in the computation.y
stress-strain curve and pattern and the ratio of residual
stress distribution are left as variables.
Numerical computation was carried out by means of a
digital computer. All of the programs were written in Fortran
IV language. Programs were prepared for rectangular, box- and
H-columns. For symmetric sections with symmetric residual
stresses, the cases considered in this chapter, only one-
quarter of the section need be worked in the computation of
the buckling strength of columns. The flow charts of the main
programs and tge subroutine programs are shown in Appendix A.
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3.5 Factors Influencing Buckling Strength of the Columns
Many factors, such as shape of the cross-section,
pattern and magnitude of residual stress distribution,
and variation of residual stress across the thickness, may
effect the shape of a column buckling curve. Although any
distribution of residual stress can be considered, only
idealized patterns of residual stress distribution as shown
in Fig. 2.7 were used for the illustrations. The triangu-
lar distribution (Fig. 2.7a) is similar to the pattern
observed in A514 steel rolled heat-treated shapes whereas
the other two (Fig. 2.7b) resemble the pattern in welded
shapes of A5l4 steel; one for sections made of shear cut
plates and the other, flame-cut plates.
Effect of the Geometric Properties of the Section
To demonstrate the effect of the geometric configura-
tion of the section, two shapes, 8WF3l and 27WF94, which
are quite different in their geometric properties, were
selected. Material properties were selected to correspond
to those of A5l4 steel. The column curves for both strong
and weak axis buckling are shown in Fig. 3.3. Column curves
for strong axis bending (Fig. 3.3a) are slightly different
for the two columns. However, the maximum difference is
only approximately 2% of the buckling strength. Column
curves for weak axis buckling (Fig. 3.3b) are almost
identical for the two sections. For strong axis buckling
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the web area contributes a larger percentage to the total
moment of inertia than it does for weak axis buckling, for
which it is virtually negligible compared to the percentage
contributed by the flange area. Therefore, sectional pro-
perties for a H-shaped section do not affect the column
strength for weak axis buckling but do influence the
column curve for the strong axis buckling. However, for
the commonly used sections, even for. strong axis buckling,
the effect of geometric properties on column strength can
be neglected. That is, for a given residual stress distri-
bution and a stress-strain curve, one column curve in dimen-
sionless form may be sufficient to describe the basic
column strength for most commonly used sections.
Effect of the Stress-Strain Curve
The influence of the shape of th~ stress-strain curve
on the column strength is illustrated in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. Two
types of stress-strain curves, the elastic-perfectly-plastic
type and that of A514 steel, were used for comparison. The
residual stress distribution assumed is shown on the graphs.
For strong axis ber-ding of rolled shapes (Fig. 3.4a), the
elastic-perfectly-plastic material has a higher nondimensional
column strength than does A514 steel. However, with the
increase of residual stress magnitude, the effect of mech-
anical properties of the material dimimishes, and the column
curves for both materials approach each other. For weak
r
axis bending of rolled shapes (Fig. 3.4b), elastic-perfectly-
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plastic material has a higher strength for medium length
columns, whereas for short columns, A514 steel rolled
shapes have a higher column strength.
A comparison of column curves for a residual stress
pattern similar to those existing in welded built-up
shapes made of sheared edge plates is shown in Fig. 3.5.
A pronounced difference for A514 steel is the absence of
the sudden jumps (discontinuities) of the column curves
due to abrupt yielding over a large portion of the cross
section when an elastic perfectly-plastic stress-strain
curve is assumed. Again, for both strong and weak axis
bending, elastic-perfectly-plastic materials show higher
strength for columns of medium length and lower strength
for short columns.
It is apparent from the foregoing discussion that
the shape of the stress-strain curves does have a pronounced
influence on the buckling strength of columns. If a non-
linear type stress-strain curve is modified by replacing
its knee portion with two straight lines similar to the
stress-strain curve for elastic-perfectly-plastic material,
it will result in either an overestimate of column strength
in the medium slenderness region or an underestimate of
strength for short columns.
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Effect of Pattern of Residual Stress Distribution
The pattern of residual stress distribution in
a section is controlled by the manufacturing or fab-
ricating process. Pronounced differences in column
strength can occur due to the pattern of the residual
stress distribution. To demonstrate its influence on
the column strength, three typical residual stress
patterns, as shown in Fig. 3.6a, were selected for
the column curve computation. ~he maximum compressive
residual stresses are the same,O.l~ , for all they
cases, however, the pattern of residual stress dis-
tribution differs. These residual stress patterns were
similar to those in (1) rolled columns (2) welded co-
lumns with sheared plates and (3) welded columns with
flame-cut plates, all of A514 steel. The column curves
obtained are shown in Figs. 3.6b and 3.6c. Among
these, rolled columns provided the highest column
strength; the welded columns with flame-cut plates
next and the welded columns with sheared plates the
lowest.
Generally speaking, the less spread are the com-
pressive residual stresses over the cross-section, the
less their influence on the column strength. Also, if
the material farthest from the axis of bending is in a
state of residual compression, column failure occurs
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at a lower load than would otherwise be expected. It
can be observed in Figs.3.6b and 3.6c that the dif-
ference in column strength between columns with flame-
cut plates and those with sheared edge plates was
more pronounced for weak axis bending than for strong
axis bending. However, no matter what the pattern of
residual stress distribution is, it always will cause
a reduction in column strength. Optimum column
strength can be obtained for straight columns only
in the absence of residual stress, leading to strengths
close to the homogeneous * inelastic buckling load or
to the Euler load, whichever is reached first.
Effect of Variation of Residual Stresses Across the
Thickness of the Component Plates
With the progress of welding techniqu~s and the re-
quirement of large heavy sections in modern structures,
welded heavy sections are frequently being used in con-
struction. However, the structural behavior of such
heavy members, especially if they are used as compressive
members, still needs investigation. A study of the
residual stresses in, and the column str~ngth of heavy
built-up A36 steel and A441 steel columns has been
carried out at Fritz Laboratory, Lehigh University.
* Homogeneous here means that the axial stress at every
point on the cross-section is the same.
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Preliminary tests and residual stress measurements have
been conducted on eight heavy 15H290 shapes where H
designates a welded H-shape. Details of the test
program and experimental results are given in Reference
23. The main findings in this pilot study are that
the residual stresses vary appreciably across the
thickness of the flanges of the heavy welded built-
up shapes and their effect bn the column strength
might differ from that on commonly used thin sections,
both rolled and welded built-up. Hence, it is nec-
essary to investigate the effect of the variation of
residual stress across the plate thickness on the
column strength.
P . . .. (14)(23). d' d h hreVlOUS lnvestlgatlons ln lcate t at t e
variation of residual stress across the thickness of the
component plates of 15H290 sections is either a straight
line or else slightly parabolic in nature. The penetra-
tion of the weld, that is, comparing groove or fillet welds,
does not make any significant difference in the residual
stress magnitude or distribution. Only the method of pre-
paring the component plates, whether they are universal
mill or flame-cut, will alter the pattern of residual
stress distribution substantially. The influence of the
grade of steel was also investigated. It was found that
for H-shapes built up from universal mill component
plates, those made of A441 steel and those of A36 steel
do not show significant difference in residual stress
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distribution. However, for welded built-up shapes with
flame-cut plates, those made of A441 steel have tensile
residual stresses at the flange tips higher than do those
of A36 steel, nearly equal to the yield stress of the
material. This may indicate that for UM plate welded
H-shapes, regardless of the grade of steel of the com-
ponent plates, the residual stress distribution is a a
similar type; but for flame-cut welded H-shapes, the
different grades of steel must be treated separately.
In this study, the effect of different patterns of
residual stress variation across the thickness on the
strength of columns is investigated. The theoretical
analysis is performed on a section which has the same
dimensions as those of 15H290 shapes (Fig. 3.7) and of
A36 steel. Patterns of residual stress variation con-
sidered are; constant, linear and parabolic, across the
thickness of the flanges, as shown in Fig. 3.11. Several
idealized residual stress patterns are used to represent
the residual stress distribution in the direction of the
width of the component plates.
In order to have a close resemblance between the
assumed idealized residual stress distribution and the
actual measurements, the significant residual stress mea-
surements on the surface of the 15H290 shapes (measurements
before the final sectioning along the thickness), are
summarized and tabulated as shown in Table 3.1. The ideali-
zed residual stress patterns on the surface of the section
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are obtained by fitting polynominal equations passing
through the average measured residual stresses at several
key locations, as shown in the figures in Table 3.1. Also,
the idealized residual stress patterns on the outside and
inside surfaces of one half of a flange are shown as lines
1 and 7 in Fig. 3.7 for A36 steel 15H290 shapes with UM
plates and lines 1 and 10 in Fig. 3.8 for A36 steel 15H290
shapes with flame-cut plates. The residual stresses are
assumed to be distributed parabolically on the web of the
heavy shapes with maximum compressive residual stress at
the center of the web and are constant through the web
thickness. For linear variation of residual stresses
across the flange of the section, the topographic plots
of the residual stress distribution are also shown in
Fig. 3.7 and 3.8, again for one-half of a flange only. The
actual residual stress measurements are also shown in
Fig. 3.9 and 3.10 for an A36 steel shape and an A441 shape,
respectively. It is observed that the idealized residual
stress distributions are similar to those experimentally
obtained.
The advantage of representing the residual stress
distribution by contour lines (Fig. 3.7 to Fig. 3.10) is
that not only the nature of residual stress distribution,
but also the penetration of yielding, as load is applied,
can be shown clearly in the same figure. For example,
in Fig. 3.7, if the applied ~ is equal to 0.6, that
y
portion of the flange on the right of the contour line
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0.4 will be yielded and contour line 0.4 becomes the boun-
dary line between the elastic area and the yielded area.
If so desired, these topographic plots can be used directly
to determin~ the moment of inertia of the remaining elastic
area and the effective tangent modulus at each loading level.
It should be noted that the calculated residual
stresses at the junctures of the flanges and web plates
sometimes are greater than the yield stress of the parent
material. This is because of the higher yield stress of
the weld metal; however, this was assumed equal to the yield
stress of the parent metal for the theoretical analysis.
This simplification is regarded as justified because the
weld metal covers only a negligible percentage of the total
area of the cross section.
The column curves are calculated based on the ideali-
zed residual stress distribution on the inside and outside
surfaces of the sections. For constant variation, that is,
no variation of residual stresses across the thickness of
component plates, the magnitude of residual stress at a
location is determined as the average value of those on
the inside and outside surfaces. For parabolic variation,
residual stresses on the surfaces are in general raised
0.2 rr in magnitude to achieve internal stress balance andy
to represent the most severe difference in measured residual
stresses across the plate thickness. However, the pattern
of the residual stress distribution on the surfaces remains
the same.
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Naturally, this is not an attempt to cope with
the actual residual stress variation across the thickness
in the section, in which the amplitudes of the parabolas
could vary from location to location, but only to try to
have a more severe representation which can clearly indi-
cate the direction of the effect of the patterns of
variation of residual stresses on the strength of columns.
The column curves for both shapes with UM plates
and shapes with flame-cut plates are presented in
Fig. 3.11a and 3.11b, respectively. It was observed
that use of the parabolic or linear variation of residual
stress across the thickness does not make a significant
difference in the column strnegth, except in the high
slenderness ratio range (Fig. 3.11). This may indicate
that for those portions of the section which show a non-
linear variation of residual stress in the direction of
plate thickness, assuming a linear variation by reducing
the surface residual stresses an equal amount but still
maintaining the same "residual stress area", as shown in
Fig. 3.11, may have no appreciable infouence on the
column strength prediction.
In Fig. 4.11, it is apparent that using an average
value of the inside and outside surface residual stresses,
assumed to be constant across the plate thickness, results
in an overestimation of the column strength for strong axis
bending for shapes with either UM or flame-cut plates.
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However, for weak axis bending, it results in a lower co-
lumn curve for shapes with UM plates but a higher column
curve for shapes with flame-cut plates if they are compared
with the corresponding column curves obtained by assuming
linear variation of the residual stress through the thickness.
This phenomenon can be attributed to the different
shape and size of the remaining elastic areas at a certain
load, as shown in Fig. 3.12. From a numerical analysis,
it was found that if the variation of residual stress
across the thickness is assumed linear the remaining
elastic area under a given load level is smaller than
that if the residual stress is assumed constant and equal
to the average of inside and outside surface measurements
(Fig. 3.13). Also, the distribution of the elastic area,
or the shape of the area is different. Figure 3.12a illus-
trates the penetration of yielding for shapes with UM
plates; it shows that when constant residual stresses are
assumed,more elastic area moved closer to the y-axis and
away from the x-axis. Consequently, compared to the cases
of varying residual stresses, at the same load level,
the corresponding L/r generally is smaller for columns
bent about the weak axis but larger for those bent about
the strong axis. The increase of elastic area can over-
come this effect somewhat at higher load levels, for weak
axis bending, where there is a slightly higher strength for
constant residual stress across the thickness (Fig. 3.11a).
Furthermore, because the elastic area is usually farther
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from the x-axis than the y-axis, this effect of the shapes
of elastic area is more pronounced for strong axis bending
than for weak axis bending. For the shapes with flame-
cut plates, similar effects are observed. However, for
weak axis bending, the increase of elastic area near the
flange tips overcomes the effect of that portion of the
elastic area which moves toward the y-axis, and in fact
yields a larger I compared to that based on the linearly
e
varying residual stresses. Therefore, as contrasted to
the case for shapes with UM plates, higher column strength
is predicted in Fe shapes for weak axis bending when re-
sidual stresses are constant across the thickness of the
plates.
The advantage of using shapes with flame-cut plates
can be clearly seen in Fig. 3.11; both weak axis and
strong axis buckling strengths are higher than those cor-
responding to shapes with UM plates, especially for weak
axis bending. In fact, for flame-cut preparation of the
component plates, part of the column curve for weak axis
bending is even higher than that for strong axis bending.
The meaning of the terms "weak axis" and "strong axis"
have lost their significance here. They have been re~
tained as a matter of convenience to designate the prin-
cipal axes parallel to the web and the flanges, respectively.
The study of the strength and behavior of heavy
welded and rolled shapes is still underway at the present
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time. The comparison between the theoretical analysis
and the test results must be postponed until the results
of the actual column tests are available.
3.6 Estimation of Column Buckling Strength from Stub
Column Test Results
The computation of the buckling load for columns
can be divided into two parts: (1) those based on mea-
sured or assumed residual stress patterns and (2) those
based on stub column tests. The first method has been
discussed in the previous sections. In this section,
the second method is described.
A stub column is defined as a column long enough
to retain the original magnitude of residual stresses
in the section and short enough to prevent any premature
is performedA stub column testtion is
failure from occurring before the yield load of the sec-
bt . d(24)(25)o alne .
in order to obtain an average stress-strain curve for the
complete cross-section which takes into account the effects
of residual stresses.
From a stub column test, the effective tangent modu-
lus, which is a slope of the average stress-strain curve ob-
tained from the stub column test, is defined as
E =
m
deY
ave
de = dP/(E dA
J A t
l E dAA t
=
A
If designate J:t
A
dA = A
m
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(3.12)
where, A is the area of the effective section which
m
is defined as the equivalent elastic section that func-
tions in the identical manner as the actual section in
which part or all of the section is in the inelastic
range; A is the original cross-sectional area;
and Et is the tangent modulus from the tangent modulus-
strain curve, then, from equations (3.11) and (3.12),
E
m
E =
A
m
A
j Et 2It can be observed that the term A E Y dA (or 1
m
) in
equation (3.7) is the moment of inertia of the effective
section A
m
Consequently,
A
I = f(~)
m A
E
= f(~)
E
( 3.14 )
where the function f will depend on the shape of the
effective section.
For rolled or welded built-up "thin" H-shapes
which are made of material having an elastic perfectly-
plastic stress-strain relationship and have a piecewise
smooth residual stress pattern with the maximum compres-
sive residual stresses at the flange tips, the shape of
the effective area, or elastic area in this case, remain
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rectangular for flanges and web through the complete
1 d · (6)oa lng process .
between
and
In Reference 6,
I E
~ and ~ were
I E
I
ex
I
x
I
--!:.L
I
Y
the approximate
( 6 )presented as
E
m
=E
relationships
(3.15)
where I and I are moments of inertia of the elastic
ex ey
portion of the section with respect to strong axis and
weak axis, respectively.
However, for materials with other than an elastic
perfectly-plastic stress-strain relationship or sections
in which the maximum compressive residual stresses are
not at the flange tips, the relationship between I II
m
and E IE is more complex, especially for the weak axis
m
bending of an H-shape.
To illustrate this fact, the explicit solution
was obtained for a rectangular section with a triangular
type residual stress distribution and a stress-strain
curve represented by two straight lines connected by a
parabolic transition curve as shown in Fig. 3.14a. Only
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one-dimensional residual stresses were considered in
this example, and the bending axis parallel to the dir-
ection along which residual stress varies was designated
as the x-axis and the other axis as the y-axis (Fig.
3.17b). For bending about the y-axis,
I
my (3.16)
m
E
where dAm = (b ~) dx = bdx.
And for bending about the x-axis,
where
I
mx
dA
m
E
t
= (T . dx) 'd = d' dx
(3.17)
Both band dx are the width of a differential element of
area of the effective sections (Fig. 3.14c) for y- and
x- axis bending, respectively. The dimension of the cross-
section in the direction perpendicular to the bending
axis cannot be modified without affecting the integra-
tions of Eqs. 3.16 and 3.17. Hence, the effective area
must be obtained by changing only the width of the
original section.
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Therefore, the modified area for x-
axis bending remains a rectangle without any change in
its depth. The relationship between I and A is
mx m
I A
mx m
-1-= A
x
=
E
m
E (3.18)
Equation (3.18) is always valid irrespective of the type
of stress-strain relationship and the pattern and magni-
tude of residual stress distribution, provided the resid-
ual stress does not vary through the depth of a rectangu-
lar section. The depth is defined as the dimension of
the cross-section which is perpendicular to the bending
axis.
However, for y-axis bending, the problem becomes
more complex because the shape of the effective area
could change from one load to the other. Not only the
material properties, but the magnitude and pattern of
residual
I
the ~
y
find an
stress distribution, as well, will influence
E
vs. ; relation. In general, it is difficult to
explicit function which can include all of the
different combinations of material properties and residual
stresses; frequently it is easier to treat them separately.
For this example, the tranformations of the effective
area are shown in Fig. 3.14c. The explicit expressions
I
of mylI vs. E IE are shown in Appendix B.y m
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For H-shapes made of non-linear materials, the
analytical evaluation for I II is even more complicated.
m
Instead, a numerical approach is taken to evaluate the
I II in term of E IE.
m m
For the strong axis (x-axis)
bending, it is found that I II and E IE are practically
mx x m
equal for light H-shapes with constant residual stresses
through the thickness. The relationship between I II
mx x
and E IE for H-shapes is the same as that for rectangularm .
sections. That is, for strong axis bending.
I E
mx m
-1- = E
x
(3.19)
This is true regardless the nature of the stress-strain
relationship and the residual stress distribution.
The behavior of an H-shape bent with respect to
the weak axis is equivalent to that of a rectangular sec-
tion bent about the y-axis, therefore, the relationship
between I II and E IE is not as simple as that of strong
my y m
axis bending.
A set of curves were developed for the I II vs.
my y
E IE relationship for different types of residual stress
m
distribution (Fig. 3.15 to Fig. 3.18). For light H-
shapes, the material properties are assumed to be the
same as those of A514 steel and the sectional properties
the same as those of the 8WF31 column. These curves can
be used for other light H-shapes made of A514 steel as
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well, since the geometric properties of these sections do
not have significant influence on the final results
(Sect. 3.5).
Curves for I II vs. E IE and I II vs. E IE for
mx x m my y m
heavy built-up shapes of A36 steel are presented in Fig. 3.18.
It can be observed that I II is not equal to E IE, as are
mx m m
those for light H-shapes. This is because of the variation
of residual stresses across the thickness of flanges is more
pronounced in thick plates than for thin plates, which will
alter the shape of effective area during the loading process.
Charts can be prepared for any shape as long as the
mechanical properties of the material and pattern of
residual stress distribution are known.
The application of the E IE vs. I II charts for the
m m
determination of column strength is described generally
as follows:
1. The approximate pattern of residual stress
distribution in the cross-section and the
stress-strain relationship of the material
must be known; then, the corresponding
chart can be selected.
2. The effective tangent moduli are determined
by drawing lines tangent to the stub column
stress-strain relationship at different values
of PIP ; the slopes of these lines define the
y
corresponding effective tangent modulus.
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3. To determine the maximum compressive resi-
dual stress, 6 , the proportional limit
rc
stress, cr ,of the stub column stress-pm
strain curve must be first determined. This
can be accomplished by locating the point
on the stub column stress-strain curve where
the slope starts to deviate from that of
the modulus of elasticity, E. Then, 0-
re
is simply equal to the difference between6p
(stress at the proportional limit on the
stress-strain curve of the material) and
That is,
(J =d-6
rc p pm (2.20)
4. Based on the ~ determined, the correspond-
rc
ing chart and the exact or interpolated
curve for (f are used. The corresponding
I rc E
m mT for each measured E can then be
determined.
5. The corresponding slenderness function for
P Elm m
a set of P' E' and I can be obtained
y
from
A =
I
m
I _
P
P
Y
( 2. 21)
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6. The slenderness function, /\, is calculated
at different PIP levels and the PiP vs. A
. y y
curve plotted; this is the column curve
based on the stub column test.
The results of tests of two stub columns, one welded
7H28 shape with sheared edge plates and the other a welded
7H28 shape with flame-cut plates, both of A514 steel, are
selected here as an example. The load-strain curves of the
stub columns are shown in Fig. 3.1ga. The column curves
based on these two stub column tests are shown in Fig. 3.19b.
Column curves based on the measured residual stresses
obtained by means of a numerical analysis are also pre-
sented in Fig. 3.19b. The comparison of column curves
obtained by these two different approaches shows that
good correlation exists between them. The small differ-
ence can be accounted for in the error induced in the
determination of the effective modulus; also the actual
residual stress distribution in the section could be
slightly different from that assumed for developing the
E IE vs. I II curves.
m m
The column test points are also
shown on the same figure (Fig. 3.19b) to give some indica-
tions of the accuracy of the theoretical curves.
The advantqge of using stub column tests to predict
the column strength is that, if the stub column test is
conducted carefully, there is a savings due to not having
to perform full size column tests and residual stress
measurement. As long as the related
E
m
E v s.
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I
m relation-I
ship is available, column strength can be predicted rather
accurately from the results of stub column tests.
3.7 Comparison Between the Results of Theoretical Analysis
and Tests
This section, even though it mainly presents the
comparison of test results of A514 steel columns with the
theoretical tangent modulus strength, has included in its
contents some discussion on the pros and cons of comparing
the test results with various theoretical solutions, which
can be applied to columns made of steel other than A514
steel as well.
This comparison of the theory with the tests is
limited in scope to "thin" walled H-sections made of A514
steel, either heat-treated rolled or welded built-up,
with thickness no greater than 1 inch, and only !'small
size" with flange width of less than 10 inches because
only in this range are sufficient data available to en-
sure the idealization of residual stresses from which
the theoretical tangent modulus strength is determined.
A series of full scale column tests were conducted
in order to verify the theoretical analysis. It was ex-
pected that from the correlation between theory and experi-
mental results, a reliable column curve, if not for columns
of all kinds, at least for a special case, could be
determined for design purposes.
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However, it is difficult
to make a valid comparison between theory and experiments
because of the fact that the theoretical analysis usually
is based on many assumptions and idealizations which can-
not be met by the test specimen. The column buckling
equation was derived from the basic assumption that the
compressive members were initially perfectly straight.
In reality, not a single column was without any initial
out-of-straightness. Bending deformations generally occur
either at the instant of application of load or in the
early stages of loading. Thus, this experimental buck-
ling load should not be compared with the theoretical
buckling load which is based on the assumption that the
column is originally perfectly straight. Yet, test
maximum loads cannot be compared with the ultimate load
analysis either because the initial shape of a column is
difficult to determine accurately. This dilemna may be
resolved by either of the two compromises; (1) to compare
the test ultimate load with the theoretical buckling load
and to assume the effect of initial out-of-straightness
to be small enough to be neglected, or (2) to compare the
test results with the theoretical ultimate load analysis
in which the assumed initial out-of-straightness is made
as close as possible to that of the test specimen.
Obviously, the first approach is simpler, but proba-
bly less accurate. The test maximum loads were compared
with the theoretical buckling loads here.
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In addition to the problem of the inevitable ini-
tial out-of-straightness of the columns, the residual
stress distribution in the shapes differ from one specimen
to another. Since both the magnitudes and the pattern of
residual stresses influence the column strength, a bett~r
correlation between theory and tests can be obtained if
the exact values of residual stresses in the test specimen
are used in the theoretical analysis. However, if this
approach is employed, every single column must be subject
to an independent analysis. This is both tedious and
impractical. The test results here are compared with
the results of a theoretical buckling analysis in which
residual stress distributions were determined from the
average of all the actual residual stress measurements
available.
The patterns and magnitude of the idealized residual
stress distribution for welded built-up shapes are shown as
(2) and (3) in Figure 3.6a. The idealized residual stresses
in heat-treated, rolled shapes are shown in (1) in Fig. 3.6a;
however, the maximum tensile and compressive residual
stresses actually measured are close to 0.05 y
A total of eight column tests of A514 steel have
been conducted; two rolled heat-treated columns of 8WF31
and six welded biilt-up H-columns; three with flame-cut
plates and the other three with sheared plates. All the
columns were tested with pinned-end supports about one
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of the principal axes and completely restrained about
the other principal axis.
The maximum loads of all the tested columns are
compared with the theoretical buckling loads shown in
Fig. 3.6. For those columns bent about the weak axis,
that is, the principal axis parallel to the web plate,
good correlation exists between the results of the theo-
retical analysis and the tests as shown in Fig. 3.6b.
However, larger discrepancies are shown for the two
columns which were tested for strong axis bending. It
was observed during these two tests that twisting of
the column preceded the unloading, and therefore, caused
somewhat of a reduction of the column strength. Hence,
the theoretical buckling load cannot be used to compare
the test results directly.
Nevertheless, for weak axis bending, the theoreti-
cal column curves seem reasonably close to the test results
and perhaps can be used as the design criteria for small
size A514 steel columns. Of course, it will be more de-
sirable if more test points of different shapes and slender-
ness ratio can be provided to make a more adequate compari-
son between theoretical analysis and tests.
4. THE ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF BEAM-COLUMNS
4.1 Introduction
A beam-column may be defined as a member which is
subject to forces producing significant amounts of both
bending and compression. The bending moment in the member
may be caused by externally applied end moments, eccentri-
city of longitudinal forces, initial out-of-straightness
of axially loaded columns, or transverse forces in addi-
tion to axial forces and end moments. Several typical
beam-columns are shown in Fig. 4.1. In this study, only
the types of beam-columns which are subject to constant
concentric axial forces and end moments are discussed.
The ultimate strength analysis of beam-columns was
( 26)
first treated as a stability problem by Von Karman .
He suggested a double integration procedure which was based
on the equilibrium and the compatibility conditions of all
the sections along the member, and this has established
the theoretical background for all the subsequent analyses
of beam-columns. However, Von Karman's exact concept was
difficult to apply to practical problems without the
facilities of fast calculating devices. Consequently,
approximate solutions, either by assuming a certain func-
tion for the shape of a deflected member or by simplifying
61 -
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the mechanical properties of the real material, were
(27) (28)presented by Westergaard and Osgood and Jezek .
Von Karman's work was extended by Chwalla who, in a
series . (29)of papers publlshed between 1928 and 1937 ,
presented the results of analyses of beam-columns of
several different cross-sectional shapes subjected to
eccentric loads. Chwalla's most significant contribu-
tions were the establishment of the foundation for the
concept of column deflection ( 30)curves Twenty years
passed without significant progress beyond Chwalla's
work. In the past decade, by means of electronic com-
puters, investigations of the behavior of beam-columns
have been extended to provide more extensive analyses which
include the effect of residual stresses. The analysis
of beam-columns has been accomplished essentially in two
ways. One is to consider straight members subject to
longitudinal loads with a constant eccentricity or ini-
tially crooked members subject to axial forces at the ends.
Recent developments in this type of approach include the
(31)
contributions of Batterman and Johnston , Malvick and
L (32) . (33)ee , and Birnstiel and Mlchalos . The other
approach to beam-column problems is that in which the
axial force is assumed to be held constant and the end
moments or transverse loads are varied. Dealing with
beam-column problems in this sense permits the use of
the concept of column deflection curves for the determina-
tion of the load-deformation and other needed relationships
in the design of beam-columns in
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(30 )
multi-story frames .
Extensive research on this subject has been carried out
at Lehigh University. The main investigators were
O· 1 (34) .(35) G 1 b (36) L (37)(38) andJa vo ,Levl ,a am os ,ay ,
Lu(39). Charts and tables are available and can be
used directly
without sway,
in
in
the design of beam-columns, with or
. (40)(41)(42)
multl-story frames .
The previous investigations have been limited to
materials having an elastic perfectly-plastic stress-
strain relationship and restricted to sections with re-
sidual stresses of the cooling-after-rolling type. Also,
it was assumed that during the entire loading history,
no reversal of the strain of the plastified sections is
permitted, and the reversal of curvatures after ultimate
loads, that is, the unloading effect, is neglected. The
present investigation is a study of the behavior of rolled
and welded beam-columns made of A514 steel. Because of
the non-linearity 6f the stress-strain curve and the dif-
ferent residual stress distributions, the behavior of A514
steel beam-columns could differ significantly from those
that have previously been investigated. A computer pro-
gram was prepared to include not only the true material
properties and residual stresses in the section, but to
include also the effects of strain reversal and unloading
of moments. At present, the program covers only equal
end moment cases. However, if desired, it can be modified
for the cases of unequal end moments. Num~rical solutions
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thus obtained are compared with the full scale experi-
ments and also with the analytical solutions obtained by
. (30 )
the extrapolatlon procedure .
For a beam-column subjected to end reactions shown
in Fig. 4.2a, the equation of equilibrium of moments may
be written
x = M.
1
( 4 .1)
Here, M. is the internal moment at a cross-section, x is
1
the distance from the left end, v is the deflection, ML
and MR are external moments at the left and right ends,
respectively. -P is the axial force and t is the chord
."
length of the deflected member.
All the external forces can be replaced by a single
equivalent force, F, the location of which can be determined
by h . 'l'b . d" (42)(34)t e geometrlc equl 1 rlum can ltlons . That is,
as shown in Fig. 4.2b.
Tan 7: = D(= M - M 'R L
F = P
cos!: ( 4 .2)
The equilibrium equation rewritten in terms of the new co-
ordinates wand u is
F u = M.
1
( 4 . 3 )
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Of course, the integration of Eq. 4.3 need not be res-
tricted to the length LR. It can be carried out from
the origin 0 (See Fig. 4.2b) to the other end with u = 0
again. This curve is by definition a half wave-length
of a column deflection curve(34). It is obvious that,
~':
if exact solutions are desired, the CDC's must be con-
structed by identically satisfying Eq. 4.2. In general,
F is a function of end moments and chord length of the
beam-column. Fortunately, deformatioffi of beam-columns
are generally small enough to assure the applicability of
the small deflection theory. Therefore, Tan-c ~ Sinr
and Cos -C :::::::. I, thus F ~ P, where the symbol.~ represents
"approximately equal to." A CDC based on this assumption
The integration procedure and the application of
is independent of the external moments applied on the
actual beam-column and is only a function of axial force
P. Furthermore, a CDC can therefore accommodate an in-
finite number of equilibrium deflected shapes correspond-
ing to beam-columns of different length and end conditions
(30 )
CDC's have been described in detail elsewhere(30).
4.2 Moment-Curvature-Thrust Relationship for Beam-Columns
A prerequisite for performing ultimate strength
analyses of beam-columns is a knowledge of the relationship
existing between the bending moment and the axial force
acting on a cross-section, and the resulting curvature.
* This is the abbreviation of the term" column deflection
curves".
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The basic equations are
and
I (j 'dA = P
A
f if'Y • dA =
A
M.
l
(4.4a)
(4.4b)
Here, y is the distance of a finite element area dA from
the bending axis and oris the stress in this element
(See Fig. 3.2). The stress at each element is a function
of strain, and therefore the stress-strain relationship
must be defined first. Generally, the monotonic stress
strain relationship can be described well by the data
obtained from a tension specimen test, and recorded or
represented by a mathematical equation as
( 4 • 5 )
However, if the stress-strain relationships are history-
dependent, equation 4.4 is invalid if the strain reverses.
In this study, the incremental stress-strain relationship
is given by (as shown in Fig. 4.3)
d = f (€)
6= - f ClEf)
forf=E~':
.'.
for ~ <·_Eo•
( 4 .6)
'i';
in which(f and€.
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are the largest compressive stress and
strain to which the material of any element has been
subjected. The sign convention used here is plus for
compression, and minus for tension.
The total strain at any point in a loaded beam-
column is composed of a residual strain (€ ), a constant
r
strain over the entire cross-section due to the presence
of axial load (€ ) and the strain due to curvature (€~).
c
That is
Here E"~ = y.~
( 4 . 7)
( 4 .8)
where ~ is the curvature at the section under consideration.
When the stress-strain relationship is known, it is obvious
that if P is specified, and by assuming a value for the
curvature 0, the corresponding M. can be determined by
1
satisfying both equations (4.4a) and (4.4b). If the axial
For a
force is applied first on the member and held constant
through the whole loading process, a moment-curvature rela-
tionship can be established.
The numerical procedure for the determination
* (43)
of M-P-~ curve is a trial-and-error process
given residual stress dis~ribution, € is known; and for
r
.J 1 the given curvature 0, €~ is known. By assuming an €c
:': "M-P-~" denotes moment-thrust-curvature.
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value for the whole cross-section, the total strain, and
therefore the stress at each element area is determined.
The summation of total internal forces must be equal to
the given P, otherwise 6
c
must be revised until Eq. 4.4a
is satisfied. Then, the corresponding M. can be evaluated
1
by means of Eq. 4.4b. By increasing the value of 0 and
repeating the calculation, a complete moment-curvature
relationship can be determined for a specified axial
force, P.
In this study~ the stress-strain relationship of
the material and residual stress distribution is pro-
grammed in subroutine sUbprogram forms. Both the material
properties and the strain reversal effect are included.
In Fig. 4.4a, the progress of applied strain on
a section for a given constant thrust is shown. There are
two possibilities by which the strain reversal can in-
fluence the M-P-0 curves. First, as shown in Fig. 4.4b,
if the (E - ~ ) line runs across the strain reversalp rc
zone (where G is the strain at the proportional limitp
and ~ is the compressive residual strain at a point,)
rc
or e , the initial applied strain due to a given con-
e
is larger than the minimumstant thrust, (f - e ), thep rc
strain reversal will effect the resulting M-P-0 curves.
The strain reversal effected region is shown in the section
in Fig. 4.4b. The second possibility is when the curvature
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is very large, the tensile strain near the convex side
can be larger than that at the proportional limit as
shown in Fig. 4.4c. Then at further loading, reversed
tensile strain influences the M-P-0 curves.
From this observation, it is obvious that if the
axial thrust ratio, PIP, (p is the axial force corres-y y
ponding to yield stress level) is less ihan (~ - cr )1p rc
Q , the reversed strain does not affect the results sincey
it is still within the elastic range, except when the
curvature ratio (0/0 ) is very large.pc However, when the
applied thrust ratio is larger than (eJp - c)rc)/cy y ' pro-
nounced differences could occur if the strain reversal
effect is neglected. To demonstrate the effect of strain
reversal, a set of M-P-0 curves is presented in Fig. 4.5.
The section is a welded A514 steel H-shape built-up from
flame-cut plates. The M-P-0 curves were plotted for
PIP varying from 0.5 to 0.9.
Y
It is clear that for PIP y
tonic stress-strain curve only.
less than 0.7 (proportional limit 6 10 is 0.8 and maximump y
compressive residual stress 0 16 = 0.1), the case in
. rc y
which strain reversal is considered yields results which
are identical with the corresponding one in which the
stress-strain relationship is assumed to follow the mono-
However, for PIP equal toy
0.8 and 0.9, significant differences are shown for the two
cases. Therefore, the influence of strain reversal is pro-
nounced if the section exhibits a combination of compressive
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residual stresses and thrust which cause yielding immed-
iately after thrust is applied.
In addition to the effect of strain reversal, the
pattern of distribution and magnitude of residual stress
also change the shape of the M-P-0 curve. Figure 4.6
presents three types of residual stress distributions which
represent the idealized residual stresses in (A) rolled low
carbon steel section, (B) rolled heat-treated A514 steel
section and (C) welded built-up A514 steel shapes with
flame-cut plates. If the material properties are assumed
to be elastic-perfectly plastic, the M-P-0 curves for the
three types of residual stress distribution are curves (1),
(2), and (4) in Fig. 4.6. It is noticed that there are
significant differences among them in the elastic-plastic
range. Generally speaking, the M-P-0 curve for the rolled
structural carbon-steel section, which has the largest
compressive residual stress ratio (~ lIT) among the three,
rc y
exhibits a smoother knee whereas the rolled heat-treated
A514 steel shapes, for which the compressive residual
stress ratio is the smallest and thus residual stress
effect the least, show a sharper knee.
Furthermore, aside from the effect of residual
stresses, the material properties also play an important
role on the M-P-0 curve. Again in Fig. 4.6, curves (2)
and (3) are the M-P-0 curves for sections with identical
residual stress distribution but different material
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properties; one is of elastic perfectly-plastic type and
the other representative of A514 steel. For material
with a non-linear type of stress-strain curve, such as
that of A514 steel, the M-P-0 curve is lower in the knee
portion than that for which an elastic perfectly-plastic
stress-strain curve is assumed. However, for curvature
greater than that at the end of the knee, curve (3) is
above curve (2), due to the strain hardening property of
the A514 steel. Curves (4) and (5) are also presented
in Fig. 4.5 for welding type residual stresses and a
similar behavior is observed.
It should be noticed here that all the values shown
in Fig. 4.6 are in nondimensional form. For elastic
perfectly-plastic materials, there are indeed a yield
stress and a yield strain. However, for A514 steel, all
~aturally, the yield strain so defined is not the
the values are based on a nominal yield stress determined
by a 0.2% offset and a yield strain that is equal to
,'" IE
'J y .
strain corresponding to the yield stress.
For most practically used beam-columns, the internal
moments for a large portion of the member are within the
knee range of the M~P-0 curve during the loading process.
Therefore, the shape of the knee has a pronounced influence
on the load-deformation relationship and the ultimate
strength of the beam columns. This leads to the emphasis
on the basic assumptions of the residual stress distribution
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as well as of the shape of the stress-strain curve and
of the strain reversal phenomenon in the case when thrust
is applied first and yielding before the application of
moment. The assumption that thrust applied before the
moment is approximate to the actual behavior of multi-
story frames in which most of the axial forces in the
columns are due to the dead load and moments to the live
load.
4.3 Load-Deflection Relationship
In the general design practice for planar structures
it is often sufficient to know the ultimate strength of
beam-columns. However, in plastic design, especially for
multi-story buildings, it is necessary to determine the
( 30 )
maximum moment of a joint of a subassemblage . Therefore,
not only the ultimate moment capacity but also the complete
load-deformation curve of each individual beam-column must
be known. The most practical and useful way of presenting
the load-deflection relationship of a beam-column is the
end moment vs. end rotation curve.
There are generally two types of numerical integra-
tion for the determination of load vs. deformation curves
of a beam column. One of the two methods is Newmark's
( 44)
numerical integration procedure . The merit of
Newmark's method is that it can be applied to any kind
of end conditions and the interative process converges
reasonably fast.
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However, Newmark's numerical integration
diverges if the assumed end moment is larger than the
ultimate load, and the descending branch of the M-G curve
becomes very difficult to obtain. The other numerical
" ." . . .d (34)method is the so-called stepwlse lntegratlon proce ure .
This method has been used extensively in the development
of CDC's. However, during the construction of these CDC's,
it was assumed that reversed internal moments would still
follow the monotonically increased M-P-0 curve. Therefore,
M-G curves obtained from these CDC's curves do not include
the unloading effect. If this unloading effect is to be
considered, at each integration station of the beam-column,
the present moment must be compared with its history to
determine the corresponding curvature~ Consequently, if a
series of CDC's are to be developed in the same manner, the
location of the segment (which corresponds to a particular
beam-column) of a CDC must be known beforehand so that the
history of CDC's can be made identical to that of the beam-
column in question. This is impossible for most cases except
for a few particular end-loading conditions as shown in
Fig. 4.7; (1) equal end moments (single curvature), where
the mid-height of the beam-column is always at the peaks of
the CDC's, or (2) equal end moments (double curvature) and
(3) one end pinned (zero ~nd moment) where for case (2) the
mid-height and for case (3) the zero moment end are always
at one end of the CDC's. Therefore, integration of CDC's
for case (1) can always be initiated at the quarter points,
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where the slopes are zero, and for cases (2) and (3), at
zero deflection point, and then the unloading effect can be
hence considered. Of course, this negates the advantage of
using CDC's, that lS, that they are assumed to be history
independent and hence may be used for beam-columns of any end
conditions and length.
To avoid the unnecessary extra integration, it is
suggested that the unloading behavior of beam-columns can
be included in the M-8 curve, if the following numerical
integration procedure is employed.
1. Subdivide the length of the member which is
under a constant thrust into n integration
stations as shown in Fig. 4.8a. The distance
the M-P-0 curve.
between any two adjacent stations on the
deflected member is)\(= L/(n_l)) (approximately
equal to the arc length within the segment),
2. Assume that the segment in each sublength is
a circular arc.
3. Assume an end rotation and an end moment at
station 1.
4. Determine the curvature 01 at station 1 from
(If present Ml i~ less than
the previous maximum M1 , the unloading M-P-0
curve is to apply).
5 . Deflection at station 2,
the slope at station 2,
v = A'Sin (82 1
8 2 = 8 1 - 01 ' A
). A
6. The moment at station 2 is M = Ml + PV 2 -M - M 2
1 n 1Cos(G l - "2 01
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7. Determine 02 from M-P-0 curve, and carryon
the integration in the same manner as from
step (4) to (6). That is,
A.Sin (G. 1 1 0 i - l ·)..)v. = - 2" + V i _ l1 1-
9 . = 9. 1 - 0. 1 . A.1 1- 1-
M. = M + Pv.
1 1
8. If the assumed Ml and 91 is correct, then at the
nth station, v should be zero.
n
Otherwise de-
crease Ml if v n is negative, increase Ml if v n
is positive, and repeat step (3) to (7) until
v is within a certain allowable error.
n
9. Increase 9 1 and increase or decrease Ml of a
certain amount and repeat the whole process as
from step (1) to step (8) until the complete
m-9 as needed is obtained.
The numerical integration procedure suggested above
is essentially the same as that used in the development of
CDC's. The point of difference is the fact that the integra-
tion is carried out on the deflected shape of the member for
fixed stations. Thus the history of every station can be
recorded, and the unloading effect can be taken into account.
For previous studies with CDC's, the numerical integration
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was carried out independently for each CDC, and the re-
sUlting CDC's are not of the same length. Therefore, with
this method there is no way of knowing the history of a
certain point.
The M-G curve for the equal end moments (single
curvature) case is considered here. For this particular
situation, the slope at mid-height point is always zero
and the internal moment at this point always increases
during the whole loading history. Numerical integration
can be simplified by starting at the mid-height point and
(45)
working toward the end with only one half of the member .
The example given here is for the M-G curves of A5l4 steel;
both rolled and welded type residual stresses are considered.
The actual moment-curvature relationship for a beam
( 46)has been presented by Popov ,who obtained the resulting
moment curvature hysteresis loops as shown in Fig. 4.9a. It
can be seen that when the moment is reversed, the initial
unloading portion for a moment curvature hysteresis loop is
approximately linear (see Fig. 4.9a). In the present study
the elastic unloading of moment is postulated. The M-P-0
relationship is therefore represented by the following
equations (see Fig. 4.9b).
~':
for 0 = 0
~t:
0<:0
0 = f (M. , P)
l
~t: ~t:
0 = 0 (M. M. ) IE I
l l
Where 0 and M.
l
it:
are the largest curvature and internal moment,
respectivel~ to which the column has been subject at a station.
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The M-G curves for A514 steel beam-columns with
slenderness ratios ranging from 20 to 40 are presented in
Fig. 4.10and 4.11. It is apparent that there is little
difference between the M-G curves including the unloading
effect and excluding it. The reasons for this are that
the portions of the member that do unload are the less
highly loaded regions, for example when L/r = 20, the moments
at the unloading region are around 0.8 Mpc ' which is approxi-
mately on the start of the knee of the M-P-~ curve where the
elastic unloading effect is not pronounced, and also most
of the deformation of the column continues to come from the
regions under monotonic loading. From Figs. 3.10 and 3.11,
it can also be seen that the unloading effect is more pro-
nounced for low slenderness ratio columns whose ultimate
strength is generally higher than that of higher slenderness
ratio columns. Also, on the descending portion of the M-G
curves, the larger the end rotation, the greater the differ-
ence between the loading and unloading curves. Naturally,
if end conditions have been changed, for example, at one end
the applied moment being kept zero, or the axial forces
reduced, the unloading effect may be different.
The effect of mechanical properties and residual
stresses as well as the unloading behavior on the M-Q curves
are also important. In Fig. 4.12, M-G curves for columns
with L/r = 40 are presented.
0.55 P
Y
The axial force is constant,
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It is shown that both the shape of the stress-
strain curves and residual stress distribution can in-
fluence the M-G curve. If the material properties are
kept the same, the difference can be approximately 10%
in ultimate load if the residual stresses, which are non-
dimensionalized with respect to the yield stress, are
different. If nondimensional residual stresses are held
constant, differences in the material properties can
introduce a difference of up to 10% of the ultimate load.
Therefore, accuracy of representation of the stress-strain
relationship of the material and residual stress distri-
but ion in the section are needed in order to provide a
good prediction of the strength of beam-columns.
The interaction curves between PIP and M/M fory p
equal end moment conditions (symmetrical bending) are shown
in Fig. 4.13 for slenderness ratios equal to 20, 40, and 50.
Beam-columns of rolled heat-treated shapes show higher ulti-
mate strength than those of welded built-up shapes. This
can be understood as the consequence of the smaller effect
of residual stresses on the M-P-0 curves for rolled shapes
than that for welded shapes.
An approximate solution for the case L/r equal to
20, which is obtained by extrapolating from the results ob-
tained from A35 steel beam-columns, is also presented in
Fig. 4.13. For beam-columns made of steel other than A35,
the slenderness ratio must be adjusted according to the
. ( 30)followlng formula .
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equivalent
The interaction curve determined from this extrapolation
procedure is also presented in Fig. 4.13, for the case
L/r = 20. It is shown that the approximate solution is
slightly lower than the corresponding "exact solution".
4.4 Experimental Investigations
An experimental investigation of the behavior of
beam-columns made of A514 high strength alloy steel has been
carried out. The program consisted of tests of two full
scale beam-columns, one a rolled 8WF40 shape and the other
an llH71 shape. The members were tested in an "as-delivered"
condition; no attempt was made to eliminate rolling or
welding residual stresses by annealing. The magnitude and
distribution of the residual stresses were determined by
( 47) .
actual measurements ; lt was found that they were close
to the results of previous measurements (see Sect. 2.2) and
hence the idealized residual stress distribution as shown
in Fig. 3.6a was used for the determination of beam-column
strength. The beam-columns were tested under equal end
Only a brief outline
moment (single curvature) conditions.
4.4.1 Test Procedure
The procedure for testing beam-columns has been des-
'b d' d' . . (48)(49)crl e ln etall prevlously .
is given here for review and completeness.
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The general set-up of the beam-column specimen is
shown in Fig. 4.l4a. The horizontal moment arms are
rigidly welded to the end of the column. The sizes of
the beams are comparatively larger than that of the
column so that the b~am sections remain in the elastic
range during the whole loading process. Pinned-end
fixtures were utilized to ensure that there are no end
moments other than those imposed by the moment arms,
applied at the column ends. In Fig. 4.14a it can be seen
that the axial force in the column is made up of the
direct force applied by the testing machine, P and the
jack force, F. To simulate the situation existing in
the lower stories of a multi-story frame and to be in
accord with the assumptions for the theoretical analysis,
the tests were performed with the axial load held constant.
Thus at each increment of load or deformation, the direct
force, P, was adjusted so that the total force in the
column remained at 0.55 P , where P is the yield load ofy y
the column.
The direct axial force, P, was first applied on the
column; the beam-to-column joints were rotated by applying
the jack force to the ends of the moment arms. The column
was therefore forced into a symmetrical curvature mode of
deformation. In order to preclude any deformation out of
the plane perpendicular to the strong axis, the column
was braced at the third points by two sets of lateral
braces. The lateral braces used were designed for the
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1 b . fl' d (50)a oratory testlng 0 arge structures permltte to sway
In the early stages of loading, that is, in the elastic
range, approximately equal increments of moment were
applied to the column. In the inelastic range, compara-
tively larger deformations occur for the same amount of
moment increment, therefore, end rotations instead of
moment are used as a basis for loading in order to obtain
a complete load-deformation curve with approximately evenly
distributed test points.
At each increment of load or end rotation, the end
rotations were measured by level bars (see Fig. 4.14b). The
mid-height deflection, in the bending plane as well as out-
of-plane, of the column was also measured by mechanical
dial gages. SR-4 gages were mounted at the beam and column
junctions as well as at several other locations along the
column, as shown in Fig. 4.14b, to determine strain distri-
but ion in the column or to serve as a means for checking
moments. Figure 4.15 shows the photographs taken at the
beginning and end of the test. The occurrence of local
buckling of the compressed flange was determined by measur-
ing the out-of-plane deformations of the flanges at five
locations in the vicinity of mid-height of the beam-column
with an inside micrometer.
4.4.2 Test Results --In-Plane Behavior
The results of the tests can best be presented in
the form of end moment vs. end-rotation curves as shown in
Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17.
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In Fig. 4.16 the M-9 curve for
the 8WF40 A514 steel beam-column is shown. Fig. 4.17
contains the M-9 curve for the IlH71 welded A514 steel
beam-column. The moments indicated by open points repre-
sent the total applied moment determined from the hydrau-
lic jack load. The length of the moment arm is the dist-
ance from the centerline of the column to the center of
the rod to which the hydraulic jack is connected. The
end moments were also checked by the reading of the dyna-
mometer which is inserted in series with the jack and by
four sets of SR-4 strain gages which were affixed to the
loading beam, near its junction with the column. The
difference between the moment readings by these three
means are shown in Fig. 4.18. It is apparent that they
are rather consistent.
The length used to compute slenderness ratios of
the columns were the distances between the points of inter-
section of the centerlines of the column and loading beams.
For both beam-columns, the slenderness ratio, L/r, is 40.
Because of the stiffness of the joint, the rigidity of the
beam-column near the ends is greater than that of the re-
mainder of the column. Therefore, the actual effective L/r
is slightly less than that measured. Comparison of the ex-
perimental results with the theoretical reveals that the
testing points are above the theoretically obtained M-9
curve (Figs. 4.16 and 4.17). This discrepancy is due in
part to the fact that the actual slenderness ratio has been
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reduced somewhat by the installation of joint stiffeners
and to the fact that the actual stress-strain relation-
ship determined from tension coupon tests shows a
slightly higher propertional limit than that of the
average typical stress-strain curve on which the theo-
retical analysis was based. The tests are compared also
to the theory in a plot of M 1M vs. Llr as shown in
u pc x
Fig. 4.19. The difference between theory and test is
approximately 5% for both rolled and welded built-up
shapes. From Fig. 4.19, it can also be observed that
the difference of ultimate strength for rolled and welded
shapes vanished for low slenderness ratios. This is
apparently because of the fact that the internal moments
in the greater portion of the member are within the strain
hardening region at ultimate load, and hence the residual
stress effect is insignificant.
4.4.3 Test Results -- Local Buckling
The local buckling deformations of the flanges of
the beam-columns were measured during the process of
testing. It was observed that hardly any web buckling
ever occurred and the bit ratio of the flange provided
sufficient stiffness to ensure the development of rota-
tion capacity of the beam-column. That is, local buckling
of the flange occurred after the moment capacity had
dropped five percent below its maximum value (ultimate
strength).
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It is difficult in general to analyze the buckling
of plates in which residual stresses exist. The local
buckling problem of columns or beam-columns with residual
stresses becomes more involved because not only the compres-
sive residual stresses could induce yielding before the
local buckling stress is reached, but also becaus~ of the
uncertainty of the coefficient of restraint at the junction
( 45)
of component plates . In the case of H-sections, it was
found that the assumption that the flange is divided into
two cantilevers which have full deflection restraint but
zero rotation restraint is close to reality but conserva-
t
" (37)lve . In this study, this same restraint condition
was assumed for the flanges of the beam-columns. It is
not intended to perform an elaborate theoretical analysis
with respect to the local buckling behavior of columns or
beam-columns here. Experimental results are compared to
the theoretical analysis available for the purpose of
determining the maximum allowable bit ratio for the flange
such that local buckling does not occur before the attain-
ment of yield stress and for the prediction of local buck-
I " . f b 1 N· h· (3) dUd (51)lng pOlnt or a earn-co umn. lS lno an e a
presented the theoretical and experimental investigations
of the plate buckling under different edge conditions and
residual stress patterns. Figure 4.19 shows a plot of
(}cr b J()l for plates simply supported-- vs. 2t curveso-y
and free at unloaded edges, and simply supported on
both loading edges. Even though the stress-strain law,
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elastic perfectly-plastic, and residual stress patterns
used in Refs. 3 and 51 are slightly different from those
used in this study, their solutions provide ~ reasonable
theoretical prediction for the buckling of A514 steel
plates, if not overall, at least on the determination of
the critical bit ratio. Figure 4.20 shows that, even
when the pattern of
~ -JOY values when2t E
therefore concluded
residual stress varies, the maximum
C1cr
--- = 1.0 are nearly the same. It is
C5 y
that the maximum allowable bit ratio
for a yielded flange would be
( b ) max. = 0.45 x J E
2t ~
For A514 steel with E = 29 x 10 3 ksi, cry = 110 ksi.
( b ) = 14.5
t max.
where band t are the width and thickness of the flange,
respectively. The bit ratio of both sections tested are
equal to 14.35 which is slightly less than the maximum bit
for a yielded flange.
In order to obtain some verification of the approxi-
mate theory and, in addition, to furnish some data relating
mechanical properties, stub columns were tested under
uniform axial load. The local buckling points were deter-
mined by the so-called "top of the knee method,,(52).
Figure 4.21 shows the load vs. out-of-plane deflection
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curves of the flange plates at several measured points.
The approximate local buckling point can be determined as
shown in Fig. 4.22 and 4.23 as the solid points. For
both cases, the flange buckling stress or critical stress,
6
cr
' is approximately equal to the yield stress of the
section. Therefore, it seems reasonable to put bit =
14.5 as the maximum allowable width-thickness ratio (or
critical width thickness ratio) if the flange is to be
designed to withstand the yield load, P , without localy
buckling.
The critical strain, c
cr
' is therefore nearly equal
to the sum of the strain at the yield point and the maxi-
mum tensile residual strain. That is
C
cr
= 1.52 ey + E rt = 0.006
for rolled heat-treated shapes, and
E = 3.04' E y = 0.0115cr
for welded built-up shapes. The stub column tests show
that the critical strains are close to these values,
(Fig. 4.22 and 4.23) and hence these two critical
strains are taken as the standard for determining the
local buckling of beam-columns if bit is less than 14.5.
The
range have
plate buckling problems in the strain hardening
. db" (53) d d d bbeen studle y HaalJer ,an ext en e y
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(36) (37) ..Galambos and Lay for appllcatlon to beam, beam-
column and column members. Lay stated "Local buckling
will not be critical until a critical region is strain-
hardened", and adopted an L/b value of 1.2 as the minimum
criterion for local buckling where L is the half wave-
length of the local buckle and b is the width of the
flange. In this study the same L/b = 1.2 is used for
the determination of local buckling point on the theore-
tical M-G curve. It is taken as the local buckling
moment when the minimum applied strain in a length of
1.2b is equal to the critical strain. For beam-columns
with thin component plates, it is generally sufficient,
for the prediction of local buckling, to assume that the
strain applied to the flange is uniform across the thick-
ness and width if the beam-columns are bent about the
strong axis. For beam-columns with equal end moments
which cause symmetrical bending, the local buckling point
can be determined theoretically as an end rotation at
which the strain at the location 0.6b from the mid-height
reaches the critical strain. The experimental local buck-
ling point was determined again by the "top of the knee"
method. In Fig. 4.16 and 4.17, local buckling points are
shown as cross marks. It is observed that there is good
correlation between the local buckling points determined
theoretically and experimentally. Also, it is interest-
ing to notice that for welded built-up shapes the occur-
rence of local buckling is at a comparatively larger end
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rotation than that for rolled heat-treated shapes.
Apparently, this is because of the higher tensile re-
sidual stresses in the welded shape which increase the
value of the critical strain necessary to cause total
yielding of the flange. This indicates that welding
residual stresses can actually increase the rotation
capacity of the beam-column, if the termination of rota-
tion capacity is taken as the local buckling point.
Furthermore, the initiation of local buckling
does not seem to reduce to strength of beam-columns
dramatically. The M-G curves still follow their original
path for some distance until pronounced out-of-plane
deflections of the flanges are observed. If further
study on the post local buckling behavior confirms this
in the future, the use of beam-columns may be extended
beyond the local buckling point.
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation presents the results of an
investigation of the strength of centrally loaded
columns and beam-columns. Particular attention has
been given to members made of a non-linear material,
namely, A514 constructional alloy steel; however, the
analytical methods employed in this study can be applied
to columns or beam-columns of any material, linear or
non-linear, as long as the stress-strain relationship
of the material is well defined. In particular, the
following problems are investigated:
1. The stress-strain relationship and other
relevant mechanical properties of quenched
and tempered A514 low-alloy steel.
2. The buckling strength of welded and rolled
H-shapes made of A514 steel, and of welded
heavy H-shapes made of A36 steel.
3. The ultimate strength, the load-deformation
characteristics, and the local buckling be-
havior of rolled and welded A514 steel
beam-columns.
The new contributions of this dissertation are as
follows:
- 89 -
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1. The representative str~ss-strain relation-
ship of A514 steel is determined by experi-
ments of tension specimen tests, and a
mathematical model is developed to repre-
sent the nondimensional stress-strain
curve of A514 steel.
2. A method is presented for the computation
of the tangent modulus strength of columns
made of non-linear materials. It is developed
into a computer program that takes into
account the shape of the stress-strain
curve and the residual stress distribution.
The program differs from those developed
previously by its flexibility of use. All
the prerequisite information such as stress-
strain relationship and residual stress dis-
tribution are programmed in subroutine forms;
thus, any stress-strain relationship and
residual stresses, idealized or actual, can
be considered.
3. The basic relationship between the stress-strain
curve obtained from a stub column test and
the basic column strength curve is established.
Charts are prepared to accommodate the predic-
tion of the buckling load of steel columns
from stub column test results. This approach
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simplifies the process of predicting column
strength and eliminates the necessities of
full-scale column test and residual stress
measurement.
4. The strength of rolled and welded H beam-
columns made of A514 steel is analyzed both
theoretically and experimentally. The effect
of the residual stresses due to welding in
the welded shapes, and the effect of strain
reversal and the mechanical properties of
the steel are included in the determination
of the moment-curvature-thrust relationships.
The load-deformation behavior of beam-
columns is determined by carrying out numeri-
cal integration on the fixed stations on the
deflected shape of the beam columns; there-
fore, the unloading effects due to reversed
curvatures can be included. A computer pro-
gram is ~eveloped, which is able to carry out
all the computations in a single run.
5. The critical strain and local buckling behavior
of A5l4 steel beam-columns are investigated
both experimentally and theoretically. A
method for theoretical prediction is suggested,
and theoretical results are close to those
obtained by experiments.
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The following conclusions may be drawn from the
study of this dissertation:
1. The stress-strain relationship of A514 steel
can be closely simulated by three equations;
a fifth order polynominal equation for the
transition range and two linear equations
for the elastic and strain hardening range,
respectively. The particular characteristics
of this stress-strain relationship is that no
obvious yield plateau is observed. Instead,
strain hardening occurs immediately after
the ending of the transition range, continues
until the tensile strength, and then starts
to unload. (Section 2.2, Fig. 2.6).
2. The typical pattern and magnitude of residual
stresses in rolled A514 shapes can be repre-
sented by a triangular distribution with maxi-
m~m compressive and tensile residual stress
approximately equal to 5% of the yield stress.
For welded shapes, the tensile residual stress
at the welds is about the same as the yield
stress, compressive residual stresses are
about 10% of the yield stress; for flame-
cut plates, tensile residual stress of 30%
of the yield stress exist at the flange tips.
The patterns of residual stress distribution
are of trapezoidal shape.
Figs. 2.7 and 3.6a).
(Section 2.3,
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3. The sectional properties of an H-shaped
section do not affect the column strength
for weak axis buckling and influence the
column curve for strong axis buckling
insignificantly. For practical purposes,
for a given residual stress distribution
and a stress-strain curve, one column
curve ih dimensionless form may be suffi-
cient to describe the basic column strength
for most commonly used sections (Section 3.5,
Fig. 3.3).
4. The shape of the stress-strain curve has a
dominant influence on the final column
strength curve. To assume the stress~
strain relationships of A514 steel to be
elastic perfectly-plastic overestimates
column strength in the medium slenderness
region or it underestimates the strength
of short columns. (Section 3.5, Figs. 3.4
and 3.5).
5. The distribution and magnitude of the resi-
dual stresses, and thus the column strength,
are influenced by the mode of manufacture of
the column sections. Rolled shapes exhibit
the least reduction in strength due to the
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effects of residual stresses, and shapes
fabricated from sheared-edge plates the
greatest. Shapes fabricated from flame-
cut plates have a more favorable distri-
bution of residual stresses than do
those fabricated from sheared plates,
but are still not as strong as rolled
shapes (Sections 3.5 and 3.7, Fig. 3.6).
6. For a heavy column the penetration of the
yielded area in the sections is considerably
different from that in a column of a light
shape because the residual stresses vary
considerably across the thickness of its
component plates. Two 15H290 welded built-
up shapes, one with universal mill plates
and the other with flame-cut plates, all of
A36 steel, are investigated. It is con-
eluded that by assuming constant residual
stress across the thickness, the buckling
strength for shapes with UM plates will be
overestimated for strong axis bending,
but underestimated for weak axis bending;
and for shapes with flame-cut plates,
overestimated for strong and weak axis
bending. (Section 3.5, Fig. 3.11).
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7. It is misleading and incorrect to apply
indiscriminately the approximate rela-
tionship between the effective tangent
modulus (obtained from a stub column
test) and the elastic moment of inertia
on any shapes. For shapes which do not
have an elastic-perfectly-plastic stress-
strain curve and/or do not have the maxi-
mum compressive residual stress at flange
tips and distributed with decreasing
values towards the center of the flange,
the relationship between the average tan-
gent modulus and the "effective moment
of inertia" with respect to the weak axis
is very involved and must be treated
individually. (Section 3.6).
8. For strong axis buckling of light H-shapes,
the relationship between the effective
tangent modulus and the effective moment
of inertia is practically linear irre-
spective of the stress-strain relation~
ship and the pattern of residual stresses
(Section 3.6).
9. For weak axis buckling of light H-shapes
of A5l4 steel and for strong and weak axis
buckling of welded heavy l5H290 shapes
of A36 steel, a numerical method is employed
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to determine the relationship between the
effective tangent modulus and the effective
moment of inertia. The results are pre-
sented in the form of several charts. Each
of these charts represents a combination of
a stress-strain relationship and a certain
pattern of residual stresses. By using
these charts, the corresponding effective
moment of inertia for a given effective
tangent modulus can be easily determined.
(Section 3.6, Fig. 3.15 to Fig. 3.19).
10. The mechanical properties of the material,
pattern and magnitude of residual stresses
and strain reversal effect are important in
the final shape of M-P-0 curves which in
turn is the sole basis for the determination
of the load-deformation characteristics of
beam-columns. (Section 4.2, Figs. 4.5 and 4.6).
11. For beam-columns, the strain reversal effect
is more pronounced for non-linear materials
than for linear materials if other conditions,
that is, residual stresses and thrust, are
identical. (Section 4.2).
12. The unloading effect generally is not pro-
nounced immediately after ultimate load.
Significant differences between the inclusion
or the exclusion of the unloading effect
can be shown only when a large portion
of the descending part of the moment-
rotation curve is plotted. (Section 4.2
Figs. 4.10and 4.11).
13. Two full scale beam-column tests, one
rolled 8WF40 shape and the other IlH71
welded shape were conducted. A comparison
between the theoretical curves and the
corresponding experimental M-Q curves has
shown that the theory can predict not only
the ultimate strength but also the complete
history of a beam-column with excellent
accuracy. (Section 4.4.2, Figs. 4.16,
4.17, and 4.19).
14. Comparing the direct integration solutions
to the extrapolation solutions obtained
from previous investigations in A36 steel
shapes, it is shown that for A514 steel
shapes, both rolled and welded built-up
shapes, direct integration solutions pro-
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vide higher ultimate strength. Hence, the
extrapolation procedure may provide an
approximate but conservative estimate of
the strength of A514 steel shapes.
(Section 4.3, Fig. 4.13).
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15. The local buckling point of beam-columns
is determined both experimentally and
theoretically. It is found that the
"regional criterion" provides a suffi-
cient basis for the prBdiction of flange
local buckling of beam-columns bent with
respect to strong axis and the stub column
tests supply vital data for the determina-
tion of critical strain when compressive
flanges buckle locally. (Section 4.4.3).
6. APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A: FLOW CHARTS FOR TANGENT MODULUS LOAD
COMPUTER PROGRAM
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AAL
AW
B
D
DA,DB,DC
DW
E
ECOE
EE
EIXM
EIYM
EL
EOEY
ET
ETL
ETW
SYMBOLS IN PROGRAMS
Area of cross section
Area of one flange element, nondimensional
with A
Area of one web element, nondimensional
with A
Width of flange
Depth of section
Constants in a polynominal equation
Web depth
Strain
Effective modulus nondimensional with
modulus of elasticity
Modulus of elasticity
Effective moment of inertia with respect to
strong axis (x-axis) nondimensional with the
moment of inertia of the section
Effective moment of inertia with respect to
weak axis (y-axis) nondimensional with the
moment of inertia of the section
Total strain at a flange element, nondimensional
with yield strain
Applied strain nondimensional with yield strain
Tangent modulus
Tangent modulus corresponding to a strain at
a flange element, nondimensional with modulus
of elasticity
Tangent modulus corresponding to a strain at
a web element, nondimensional with modulus of
elasticity
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EW
FR1,FR2,etc.
FW
FY
INPUT
lOUT
ISEC
J
L
LSB
M
N
NA
NB
NUM
PL
POPY
RA
RADX
RADY
RESID
RL
RW
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Total strain at a web element, nondimensional
with yield strain
Input residual stresses
Residual stress at a web element
Static yield stress
Input tape number
Output tape number
Nominal depth of an H-shape
Number of subroutine subprogram RESID
Index constant
Nominal weight per unit length of column
Subscript
Subscript
A constant in the Ramberg-Osgood representation
A constant in Ramberg-Osgood representation
Total number of residual stresses which define
the residual stress distribution in the section
Proportional limit
Total applied load nondimensional with yield
load of the cross section
Increment of applied strain
Radius of gyration with respect to x-axis
Moment of inertia with respect to y-axis
Subroutine subprogram for residual stress
distribution
Residual strain at a flange element non-
dimensional w~th yield strain
Residual strain at a web element, nondimen-
sional with yield stress
SSIN
SL
SM
START
STREA
SW
T
TOP
TRANS
VALUE
W
XI
XL
XLAM
XW
YI
YL
YLAM
YW
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Stress
Number of strain increment
Total stress at a flange element nondimen-
sional with yield stress
Secant modulus for a Ramberg-Osgood stress-
strain curve
First applied strain
Subroutine subprogram for stress-strain
relationship
Total stress at a web element, nondimensional
with yield stress
Flange thickness
Maximum applied strain
Subroutine subprogram for transferring residual
stress to residual strain
Applied strain
Web thickness
Moment of inertia with respect to x-axis
Distance between centroid of a flange element
and y-axis
Slenderness function with respect to the
strong axis (x-axis)
Distance between centroid of a web element
and y-axis
Moment of inertia with respect to y-axis
Distance between centroid of a flange element
and x-axis
Slenderness function with respect to the weak
axis (y-axis)
Distance between centroid of a web element
to x-axis
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1/5.0
W/lO.O
- 8/20.0
- DW/20.0
XL(M-1, N)
YL(M-l,N)
XW(M-l,N)
YW(M-l,N)
XL(M,N-l)
YL(M ,N-ll
XW(M,N-l)
YW(M,N-1)
XL(M,N)
YL(M,N)
XW(M,N)
YW(M,N)
XL(M,N)
YL(M ,N)
.XW(M,N)
YW(M ,N)
r---
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
IL ~ _
r---
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
IL _
r-----
L _
D-2.0'T
I'D-(I-W)'DW
(S'D"3-(S-W)'DW"3)/12.0
( 2 . O'T'S" 3+DW'W" 3)/12.0
: SQRT(XI/A)
: SQRT(YI/A)
ISEC, LSB, Bo, D, T, W, EE, FY·
NA, NB, SM, DA, DB, DC
PL, SIN, NUM
DW
A
XI
YI
RADX
RADY
AL : S'T/(lOO.O *A)
AW : W'DW/(200.0 *A)
XL(l,l) 19.0*8/40.0
YL(l,l) D/2.0-1/10.0
XW(l,l) 9.0*W/20.0
YW(l,l) 19.0*DW/40.0
"TANGENT MODULUS LOAD COMPUTATION"
"CONSIDER RESIDUAL STRESS EFFECT
AND STRAIN REVERSAL"
Main Program
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------------,
I
I
I
----------, I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
__________ -.J I
I
. I
___________ .-1
<0
OEO = (S(I)-S(I-l»/(E(I}-E(I-l»
REP = (ET(I}-ET(I-l)V(E(I)-E(I-l»
FS = S(I)-OEO*(E(I)~ABS(EL(M,N»)
ETL(M,N)'= ET(I)-REP*(E(I)-ABS(EL(M,N»)
>0
(S(I)-S(I-l»/(E(I)-E(I-l)
(.£T(I)-ET(I-1)/(E(I)-E(I-1)
ET(I)-R£P*(E(I)-EOEY)/2.0
2.0*(S(I)-OEO*(E(I)-EOEY/2.0»
START, RA, TOP
"EP/EY, P/PY, EIXM
EIYM, XLAM, YLAM"
____...-_E_(_I..",)r--;.....;;..-t.~:...2.~2J
Main Program (continued)
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DEW = (S(l)-S(l-l»~E(I)-E(I-l»
RFW = (ET(I)-EI(I-l))f(E(I)-E(l-l))
ETW(M,N) =. ET(l)-REW*(E(l)-ABS(EW(M,N»)
WS = S(l)-DEW*(E(l)-ABS(EW(M,N»)
ElXM,
YLAM
POPY + SL(H,N)*AL*4.0
POPY + SW(H,N)*AW*4.0
ElXM + ETL(M,N)*YL(M,N)
**2*AL*4.0/RADX**2 •
ElXM + ETW(M,N)*YW(M,N)
**2*AW*4.0/RADX**2
ElYM + ETL(M,N)*XL(M,N)
**2*AL*4.0/RADY**2
ElYM + ETW(M,N)*XW(M,N)
**2*AW*4.0/RADY**2
POPY.=
POPY
ElXM
POPY 0.0
ElXM 0.0
ElYM 0.0
r----
I
I
I
I
I
II ElXM
I ElYM
I
I ElYM
I
I
I
I
I
'-------
L _
r----
FW(M,N)+SRS
ETR
ETW(M,N)=ET(I)
J
I,
IL _
,-----
I
II r----
I I
I I
I II
I
I
I
I
L _
Main Program (continued)
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S(I)=0.327*(E(I)-1.5169)
**5+0.3647*(E(I)
-1.5169)**3+0.005
*(E(I)-1.5169)+1.0
ET(I)=1.63S*(E(I)-1.5169)
**4+1.0941*(E(I)
-1.5169)**2+0.005
~o
S( I)=1.0+0 .005*
(E1( I )-1. 5169)
ET(I) ,,0.005
E(I) = 5(1) + (1.0-SM)*S(I)
**NB/SM
BN = NB
T(I) = 1.0/(1.0+(1.0-SM)
*BN*S(I)**(NB-1)/SM
E(1)=O.O
5(1)=0.0
ET(1)=O .0
E(I) = 5(1) + (1.0-SM)*S(I)
** NA/SM
AN = NA
ET(I) = 1.0/(1.0+(1.0-SM)*AN
*S(I)**(NA-1)/SM)
r---
L _
_______ -.J
Subroutine Subprogram
"STREA" (Ramberg-Osgood
Type Stress-Strain Curves)
Subroutine Subprogram
"STREA" (A514 Steel)
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FR3(L)-YW(M,N)
*(FRI(L)+FR3(L»
/(DW/2.0)
CALL
-FRI(L) + XL(M,N)
*(FRI(L) + FR2(L»/
(B/2.0 )
TRANS
(FR, M,N, RL)
r--
I
I
I FR( M, N)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II FW(M,N)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
IL _
r---
(E( I )-E( 1-1)/
(S( Il-SCI-I»
ECI)-DED;'
(S(1)-ABS(FR(M,N»)
DED
FS
Subroutine Subprogram
"TRANS"
Subroutine Subprogram
"RESID" (Rolled
H-Shapes)
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• (YW(M,N)
FN(M,N) • FR3(L~
---------,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
l
I
I
I
I
I
I
~
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
__________J
rR(M,N) : FR2(L)-(FR2
(L) • FR3(L» * (XL
(M,N)-ALPHA 2) /
(8/2.0 - ALPHA 2)
OENOM (FR3(L). FR2(L» ** 2 •
(FRl(L) • FR2·(L))" 2
ALPHA 1 FR2(L) * (FR1(L) • FR2(L»
*B/OENOM .
ALPHA 2 B/2.0 - (FR2(L) • FR3(L»
*FR2(L) * B/OENOM
BELTA (0.5 - FR4(L)/(FR4(L)
• FRl(L)) * OW
<0
FR(M.N) = -FR1(L)
(FR1(L) • FR2(L»
* XL(M N)!ALPHA 1
'R2(L)FR(M,N)
FR2/(FR1(L) • FR2(L»*B
(0.5 - FR3(L)/(FR1(L) •
FR3(L)))* OW
ALPHA
BELTA
r--
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
,..
Subroutine Subprogram
"RESID" (Welded H-
Shapes with Sheared
Plates)
Subroutine Subprogram
"RESID" (Welded H-
Shapes with Flame-
Cut Plates)
"RESIDUAL STRESS DISTRIBUTION
FOR HEAVY UM PLATE WELDED
BUILT-UP SHAPES"
RFO(N) = 4.0*(FRl(L) + FR4(L)
*XL(K,N) ** 2/B ** .2
-FR4(L)
RFI(N)
-----,
I
I
(RFO(N) - I
- OW I
L..:;..::...:..:;-'-'...:--r-----_-----Il
_______ ..J
-FR3(L)
50
N. RFO(N), RFI(N)
(FR(M,N), RL(M,N)
FW(M,N)~ RW(M.,N),
M = 1. 5
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Subroutine Subprogram
"RESID" (Welded Heavy
H-Shapes of A36 Steel)
III
APPENDIX B: EFFECTIVE MOMENT OF INERTIA AND EFFECTIVE
TANGENT MODULUS RELATIONSHIP FOR A
RECTANGULAR SECTION
1. Stress-Strain Relationship of the Material (Fig. 3.14a):
Elastic Range
1
= - - +8
= 1
Transition Range
Perfectly Plastic
Range
2. Residual Stress Distribution (Fig. 3.14b):
Triangular type with maximum compressive stress
o = 0.30" .
rc y
3. Average Stress-Strain and Tangent Modulus-Strain
Equations (Stub Column Curves, Fig. 3.14a).
when
E
m
E
~ 0.2
6
=
€y
= 1.0
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e
when 0.2 :::: ~ o. 8C
Y
a 1 (.£..)
3 1 (~) 2 29 ( ~) 0.004
- = -
""3:6 + + +s 6 6 ~ 30 E 1.8Y Y y Y
E 1 (..£)
2 1 ( e ) 29m
= - 1:2 + + 30E ~y 3 t y
when ~ ~ ~ 1. 2o. 8 -
c y
if (£)
2
(£)
- = - 0.5 + 1.5 - 0.14S C €
Y Y Y
E
( ~ )m 1.5= +E C
Y
when 1.2 ~ E =::; 1.87Ey
J 1 ( e )3 3 (~) 2 ~
- = 7":2 - + 1. 35 (T) - 0.310y c y 4 G'y y
E 1 (~) 2 3 (~)m 1. 35= - +E 2.4 ~y 2 Gy
E
and when 1.8 ~ -cy
U 1.0=UY
E
m 0.0E =
4.
I
m
T vs.
y
E.
m
E
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Relationship (y-axis bending, Fig. 3.17c)
I 1 2m (1 -0<)(1 - f3 ) (0<- 20( + 3 )= 1 - +I 4
j \0 E()(= 1 - (1 - --!!!.- )E
Elastic-Inelastic Range
€
( 0 • 2 ~ €y ~ 0 • 8 )
p = 0.2 . (2 + 30()
y b--l
-------:;J
Jl.- I :~
L __ - - -\- - - - - --'
I .
2!. =! (38+()
I 4 I
Inelastic Range
€(0.8~-~1.2)
€y
~= - 0.3
rf=
E
m
0.3 +~
E
+ -!!!..-E
y
:- - --- -~'- ----11
~. 1.-1I . At tI -ew-= IiI '. I
L_ _ _ - _.J:=l
L . b' ~
Inelastic Range
e(1.2 .:s ~~1.8)y
I ~ (30( 3m =I
Y
E
0<= 10 m3"-E-
(5= 0.6 0<
7. NOMENCLATURE AND DEFINITIONS
A
A
m
b
d
E
Area of cross section
~EEtEffective Area (=
Width of flange
Effective width
Depth of section
Modulus of elasticity
dA)
E
m
f
I
I
e
I
m
k
L
1
M
M
P
Mpc
Effective tangent modulus
Strain-hardening modulus
Tangent modulus
a function
Moment of inertia - subscripts x and y refer
to the x and y axes! (strong and weak axes),
respectively
Moment of inertia of elastic portion of cross
section - subscripts x and y refer to the x and
y axes, respectively
Effective moment of inertia (= ~:t y2 dAl -
subscripts x and y refer to A
the x and y axes, respectively.
A constant in the Ramberg-Osgood representation
Column length
Chord length of a deflected member
Bending moment - subscripts Rand L refer to
moments at the right and left ends, respectively,
of a beam-column, i refers to internal moment
Plastic moment
Reduced plastic moment
- 114 -
M
u
m
n
p
p
cr
p
y
r
t
u,v,w
x,y,z
~c
f"cr
t:rt
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Ultimate moment
Slope of the straight line which defines the
secant yield stress
A constant in the Ramberg-Osgood representation
Axial load
Buckling (critical) load
Axial yield load in a column
Radius of gyration - subscripts x and y refer to
strong and weak axes radii.
Thickness of flange
Displacement in the x, y, and z directions,
respectively
Coordinate axes, coordinates of the point with
respect to x, y, and z axes
Strain
Strain due to axial load
Critical strain
Strain at proportional limit
Residual strain
Maximum compressive residual strain
Maximum tensile residual strain
Strain at start of strain hardening
Total strain
cr
Yield strain (= Y/E)
Strain due to curvature
Largest strain any element area experienced
End rotation of a member
Slenderness function, distance between two
adjacent integration stations
<J""r
crrc
(Jrt
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Summation
Curvature
Curvature at Mp
Curvature at Mpc
Stress
Critical stress
Stress at proportional limit
Proportional limit stress determined from a
stub column test
Residual stress
Maximum compressive residual stress
Maximum tensile residual stress
Yield stress (determined by 0.2% offset method
for non-linear stress-strain relationship)
Largest stress any element area experienced
Secant yield stress
8. TABLES
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TABLE 2.1 TENSION SPECIMEN TEST RESULTS
(A514 STEEL PLATES 'OR SHAPES)
Static Yield Modulus Strain Elongation
Tension
"
Proportional Stress, (j of *1, Hardening Ultimate Reduction in Galie
Shape Specimen Limit (ksil y Elasticity Modulus Stress of Area Length'''';'
No. (Ci/c5y ) (0.2% offset) E (ksil Est(ksil IJu (% ) (% )
AW 0.84 107 28,500 172 119 46 11.6
AF-l 0.88 109 29,009 197 123 55 14.6
AF-2 0.78 113 27,700 122 126 58 13.8
AF-3 0.86 111 29,000 193 125 58 15.0
8WF40 AF-4 o .85 111 30,000 108 56 14.6
EW 0.86 125 29,500 172 136 55 1,0.7
EF-l 0.76 129 27,000 110 139 57 11.5
EF-2 0.79 127 29,100 150 137 57 12.1
EF-3 0.75 130 28,100 120 140 53 11.1
EF-4 0.90 131 28,900 155
JF-32 0.'81 113 30,200 197 124 46 10;0
JF-31 0.85 113 28,400 177 125 40 9.2
llH71 JW-20 0.78 104 29,400 169 117 52 12.8
JF-ll 0.90 115 29,200 106 128 42 9.5
JF-12 0.86 115 27,900 116 125 46 11'.0
AF-l 0.78 113 27,000 154 125 40 9.0
8WFl7 AF-2 0.83 111 27,200 134 122 54 9.0
AW-3 0.70 109 28,500 140 119 48 8,.3
BW-2 0.84 111 29,600 75 121
BF-3 0.67 114 31,200 70 123
8WF31 BF-4 0.65 113 30,200 81 122
BW-5 0.87 110 28,400 95 120
BF-6 0.83 112 28,900 125 123
DF-ll {).93 106 27,400 72 119
12WF36 DF-12 0.88 113 30,200 60 125
DW-13 0.77 111 28,300 55 123
EF-ll 0.88 115 28,000 87 12512WF45 EF-12 0.77 116 29,800 70 128 11.1
FF-l 0.84 105 29,600 258 11612WF120 FF-2 0.76 88 29,300 260 105
T-7-1 0.91 115 29,400 102 125 43 10.0
T-7-2 0.87 113 28,100 86 123 41 10.5
T-7-3 0.87 115 27,300 128 126 39 10.0
T-7-4 0.71 114 26,800 126 125 10.5
T-ll"l 0.84 112 28,100 131 123 40 11. 0
T-11-5 1. 00 113 27,300 106 125 39 10.0
T-5-1 1. 00 113 28,500 70 124 50 9.7
T'- 5- 2 0.76 112 29,700 114 123 52 10.0~"Plates T-5-4 0.80 112 29,800 89 122
T-5-7 0.90 113 29,300 83 124 44
T-5-10 0.68 112 30,100 127 123
T-2-8 0.87 111 27,400 126
T-2-8A 0.96 111 30,600 108 122
T-2-6A 0.90 111 26,900 101 120
T-2-6B 0.92 110 27,500 129 120
T-2-6C 0.96 110 27,300 127 120
T-4-1A 0.64 105 31,000 113
T-4-1B 0.75 113 30,400 200 119
T-4-1C 0.74 102 30,500 110
T-4-6A 112 31,800 198 122
1" Plates T-4-6C 0.78 111 31,900 198 121
T-4-3A 0.99 111 32,000 150 121
T-4-5A 0.64 ill 26,000 200 120
T-4-8A 0.76 110 29,200 121
T-4-8B 0.66 110 31,200 241 121
T-4-8C 0.80 110 30,400 197 121
!.Il Plates T-l0-l 1. 00 118 28,200 111 129 42 -9.02 T-l0-3 1. 00 117 28,000 100 129 35 8.7
Average '0.82 112 28,900 144 123 48 10.8
~': Second letter, "WIl or !IF", denotes <sp.ecimen from web or flange coupon, respectively.
*1: The values of E should be regarded as indicative only since they were measured directly
from the autographically recorded curve.
10':* Gage length was 8 inches.
TABLE 2.2
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SUMMARY OF COMPRESSION SPECIMEN TEST RESULTS
I
iSpec imen Area Static Modulus Strain
Source
(in 2 )
Yield of Hardening
No. Stress Elasticity Modulus
(ks i) (ks i) (ksi)
C-l 0.3725 108 30,800 300
C-2 1/2" plates 0.3725 110 29,700 280
C-3 (as-delivered) 0.3724 110 31,200 310
C-4 0.3725 110 29,700 300
I C-5 0.5991 110 29,700 320
I
I C-6 0.5990 122 30,000 350I
I
I C-7 3/4" plates 0.5991 121 31,100 360!
C-8 (as-delivered) 0.5990 122 31,600 350
120
Table 3.1 RESIDUAL STRESS DISTRIBUTION
IN WELDED HEAVY H-SHAPES
I
I
I
,..,
I \
I \
With Flame Cut Plates
/x:=-t"r \j ,
With UM Plates
7 5 8 2 ~ A,-=--", /\.../
II
3 9 6 10 4
15H 290
welded Heavy H-Shapes
Inside Face
Outside Face
Spec i- Grade Plate RESIDUAL STRESSES (ksi)
men of Weld EdgePrep- rJ
rl crr2 '5r3 (fr4 rJr5 cJr6 Sr7 "r8 "r9 o-rl0 ',JrllNo. Steel aration
C2 A36 ,!" F UM +23.5 +29.7 +27.4 +31. 5 + 1.0 + 4.2 +0.32
+16.8 +10.2 +11.4 +12.6 -42.6 - 41. 9
C4 A36 60 0 G UM +30.9 + 28.9 +28.5 +32.9 + 0.1 + 0.3 +6.7
+19.3 +18.1 +17.0 +13.8 -47.7 - 5 3.1
C6 A441 !" F UM + 8.6 +11.6 +13.7 +14.2 - 1.8 - 3.1 +1. 62
+21. 0 + 23.0 -38.9 -44.8
C8 A441 60 0 G UM +20.1 +19.8 +17.1 +12.3 + 5.4 + 5.6 +5.4
+11.8 +11.9 +14.1 +11.1 -60.4 -61. 0
Cl0 A36 !" F FC - 3.9 -3.80 -18.3 -25.1 +13.2 + 9.3 +2.72
-10.1 -15.5 -20.9 -16.2 -45.7 -45.9 +3.1 -1. 7 +8.5 +16.3
C12 A36 60 0 G FC - 6.8 - 3.8 - 6.7 - 1.9 +21.0 +22.8 +10.8
-17.0 -15.4 - 7.9 -13.1 -41.7 -42.6 +0.3 +8.9 +5.2 + 1.0
C14 A441 1" F FC -37.8 -36.0 -37.6 - 38 .0 +29.1 +18.2 +7.. 5
'2
-47.9 -41.6 -50.3 - 51. 4 -53.5 -52.8 +1.6 +3.3 +21.6 +23.4
C16 A441 60 0 G FC -46.6 -45.2 -46.9 -46.9 +31. 3 +29.9 +7.0
-40.1 -37.0 -34.4 - 34.8 -48.6 -44.3 +7.0 +7.8 +6.5 + 5.0
Notes: First row for each specimen shows the residual stress on the outside face
and second row, inside face. Average values are listed for web residual
stresses.
UM - Universal Mill FC - Flame Cut
F - Fillet Weld G - Groove Weld
9. FIGURES
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Strain Hardening Strain
E , STRAIN
Fig. 2.1 Diagrammatic Stress-Strain Curve for
Structural Carbon Steel
2.0
n=2
2.52.0
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EE -!L + 3 ( 0- )0=;- - OJ 7" OJ
(m=0.7)
1.5
8~~~~1020n=CO~, 50CD
1.0
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0.5o
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1.0
0.5
cr
crl
STRESS
RATIO
Fig. 2.2 Dimensionless Ramberg-Osgood Stress-Strain
Curve (From Reference 4)
70
Stress -: Strain Curve
,cOODynamic" Stress - Strain Curve
Tension Specimen No. J 12
Average Area 0.433 in.2
Static Yield Stress 115 ksi
Ultimate Tensile Stress 125 ksi
Modulus of Elasticity 28500 ksi
Strain Hardening Modulus 140 ksi
Point
/
/
/
Modulus Line
/
Strain /
Departure ----.-t/~~",...~
Proportional--
Limit
0
1.-0.20/0_1 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Offset STRAIN (10- 3 in.lin.)
Fig. 2 • 3 Typical Stress-Strain Curve for an A5l4 Steel
Tension Specimen Test
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Histograms for Mechanical Properties of
A514 Steel
o 0.002
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40
30
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0.004
STRAIN (IN.lIN.)
0.006
1___-- Strain Hardening
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Curve
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'----
Curve
0.008
Fig. 2.5 Determination of the Static Stress-Strain
Curve for Nonlinear Materials
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1.0
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0.5
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ESYe- =1.5169
Y
Transition Range'--r-~------Strain Hardening Range
3
1.61.51.41.3
5 ~3~ =0.3276(iy -1.5169) +0.3647(:y-1.5169) +
0.005(~ -1.5169) + 1.0
~t =1.638(iy -1.5169r+1.0941 (iy _1.5169)2 + 0.005
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Fig. 2.6 Stress-Strain Relationship for A514 Steel
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(a) Rolled Steel Shapes
Sheared Edge Flame Cut
Sheared Edge
Flame Cut
Tension
Tension
--+--- Compression
Compression
Fig. 2.7
(b) Welded Built - up Steel Shapes
Idealized Residual Stress Distribution
Distribution of ----Ht~
Stress at Critical
Load before
Buckling.
Distribution of
Stress at Critical
Load in the
Buckled State.
Axis
y
X
Axis of Constant Strain
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Fig. 3.1 Stress Diagram During Buckling
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Fig. 3.2 Arrangement of Finite Area Elements
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Fig. 3.3 Tangent Modulus Curves for Rolled Columns
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Euler Curve
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Fig. 4.2 Forces on a Beam-Column
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Fig. 4.11 End-Moment vs. End Rotation Curves
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